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Vehicle Related Violations (VRV)
Status Update


March 4, 2011
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eTRIP Initiative


Electronic Traffic Information Processing Initiative


• The eTRIP initiative is a collaborative effort among 
state and local agencies to create a seamless and 
integrated system through which traffic-related 
information can travel from its point of origin to its end 
use and analysis


• http://trafficrecords.wa.gov/eTRIP/eTRIP_Default.aspx



http://trafficrecords.wa.gov/eTRIP/eTRIP_Default.aspx
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eTRIP System Components
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eTRIP Challenges


• Non-traditional project.
Monitoring and control.


• Complex solution relies on cooperation 
and coordination of multiple agencies.


• Each agency has some technical 
responsibility.


• No one agency has authority/oversight over another.
• Data is exchanged using a common message 
protocol.
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Record Management System (RMS) 
issues affecting VRV


• Challenges coordinating testing with multiple agencies.


• Schedule delays have been escalated and are being 
addressed.


• Revised RMS Go-Live target date is late April 2011.
• Two months of system stabilization required.
• No new changes during this time frame.


• Issue with the sequencing of the RMS on boarding 
process  may impact the VRV on-boarding schedule.


• VRV courts on-boarding is tentatively planned for July 
2011. 
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VRV Current Status
• Operational readiness project code changes 


implemented.


• Sent communication to all on-boarding courts 
describing current status and projected implementation 
dates.


• Revisions to VRV data exchange web portal in 
process.


• On-going support responsibility transitioning to 
maintenance teams.
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Next steps


• Continue to communicate data exchange status and 
specification changes to pilot courts and their 
technical partners.


• Transition VRV support to maintenance teams.


• Continue to monitor the RMS schedule delays and 
investigate alternatives.
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                ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS 


 
 
BOARD FOR JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION 
 
LEGISLATIVE/EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
 
PURPOSE  
 
The Board for Judicial Administration was created to provide effective leadership to the 
state courts and to develop policy to enhance the administration of the court system in 
Washington State.  By court rule, the BJA shall have a standing legislative committee.   
 
The role of the Leg/Exec Committee is to discuss and decide upon legislative issues 
that affect the judiciary, including developing legislation to be submitted to the 
legislature as BJA request legislation.  Legislation may be referred to the Leg/Exec 
Committee for review by the trial court associations or others. 
 
The committee reviews legislation and can take the following positions on bills affecting 
the administration of justice: 
Support – The BJA supports the legislation fully or supports parts of the legislation. 
Oppose – The BJA opposes the legislation fully. 
Concerns – The BJA would support or take no position on this legislation if certain 
changes were made. 
Watch – The BJA is not currently taking a position on this legislation but will monitor it 
and may take a position later. 
No Position – The BJA takes no position on this legislation.  This is an affirmative 
decision to take no position versus no position being taken because the legislation has 
not been reviewed. 
Request – This legislation is requested by the BJA.  


MEMBERSHIP 


Pursuant to the BJA’s by-laws, the BJA Legislative/Executive Committee membership 
consists of the BJA’s executive committee as voting members.  Nonvoting members 
include the State Court Administrator, Washington State Bar Association representative 
(generally the president), and the presidents-elect of the Superior Court Judges’ 
Association and District and Municipal Court Judges’ Association.  The associations’ 
legislative chairs are included by invitation because of their relevant knowledge and 
expertise and are nonvoting members. 







 


MEETING SCHEDULE  


The BJA Leg/Exec Committee meets via telephone conference.  The initial meeting 
preceding the legislative session usually occurs in October.  The purpose of this first 
meeting is to adopt a proposed recommended slate of legislation for the BJA to 
consider at the November BJA meeting.   
 
Once the legislative session begins, the BJA Leg/Exec calls will be held weekly 
beginning at 5 p.m. each Monday.  When the call falls on a holiday Monday, it is moved 
to Tuesday even though the legislature is in session on the holiday. 
 
Due to the fast pace of the legislative session and the meeting schedules for the trial 
court associations’ legislative committees, meeting materials are made available mid-
day on the day of the call. 


AUTHORITY 


BJA BY-LAWS 


ARTICLE VII 
Executive Committee 


There shall be an Executive Committee composed of Board for Judicial Administration 
members, and consisting of the co-chairs, a Judge from the Court of Appeals selected 
by and from the Court of Appeals members of the Board, the President Judge of the 
Superior Court Judges’ Association, the President Judge of the District Municipal Court 
Judges’ Association, and non-voting members to include one Washington State Bar 
Association representative selected by the Chief Justice, President-elect judge of the 
Superior Court Judges’ Association, President-elect judge of the District and Municipal 
Court Judges’ Association and the Administrator for the Courts. 


It is the purpose of this committee to consider and take action on emergency matters 
arising between Board meetings, subject to ratification of the Board. 


The Executive Committee shall serve as the Legislative Committee as established 
under BJAR 3(b)(1). During legislative sessions, the Executive Committee is authorized 
to conduct telephone conferences for the purpose of reviewing legislative positions. 


BJAR 3(b)(1) 
 
The Board shall appoint at least three standing committees: Long-range Planning, Core 
Missions/Best Practices and Legislative.  Other committees may be convened as 
determined by the Board. 
 


 
 







2011 BJA Legislative/Executive Committee 
BJALegExec@listserv.courts.wa.gov 


Session begins January 10, 2011 (105 days) 
 


BJA Executive Committee (voting): 
Chief Justice  
Barbara Madsen 


j_b.madsen@courts.wa.gov  BJA Chair 
Julie.keown@courts.wa.gov  
 


Judge Michael Lambo  mlambo@ci.kirkland.wa.us  BJA Member‐chair 
 


Judge Dennis Sweeney  dennis.sweeney@courts.wa.gov  COA Chief Presiding Judge 
 


Judge Stephen Warning  warnings@co.cowlitz.wa.us SCJA President 
 


Judge Stephen E. Brown  sbrown@co.grays‐harbor.wa.us  DMCJA President 
 


 
BJA Leg/Exec members (non‐voting): 
Jeff Hall  Jeff.hall@courts.wa.gov  AOC 


Beth.flynn@courts.wa.gov  
 


Steven Toole   Steve‐wsba@sgtoolelaw.com  WSBA President 
 


Judge Laura Inveen  laura.inveen@kingcounty.gov 
 


SCJA President‐elect 


Judge Gregory Tripp  gtripp@spokanecounty.org 
 


DMCJA President‐elect 


 
Legislative Chairs (non‐voting): 
Justice Susan Owens  J_s.owens@courts.wa.gov   Supreme Court 


Brenda.moore@courts.wa.gov  
 


Judge Deborah Fleck 
(Judge Vickie Churchill & 
Judge Richard McDermott, 
vice chairs) 
 


Deborah.Fleck@kingcounty.gov  
 
 


Superior  
Carole.Allen@kingcounty.gov  


Judge Sam Meyer  
 


meyers@co.thurston.wa.us  District 


 
AOC Staff: 
Mellani McAleenan  Mellani.mcaleenan@courts.wa.gov  Associate Director, Board for 


Judicial Administration 
Dirk Marler  Dirk.marler@courts.wa.gov   Director, Judicial Services 


Division 
Chris Ruhl  Chris.ruhl@courts.wa.gov  Manager, Court Services 
Rick Neidhardt  Rick.neidhardt@courts.wa.gov  Staff, Court of Appeals  
Regina McDougall  Regina.mcdougall@courts.wa.gov  Staff, SCJA 
Shannon Hinchcliffe  Shannon.hinchcliffe@courts.wa.gov  Staff, DMCJA 
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2011 
BJA Legislative/Executive  
Conference Call Schedule 


 
 


2011 DATES
Set for 45 min 


(14 ports, auto extend and ports) 
360‐407‐3780         PIN 171381#  


Monday  January 10 5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday  January 18 5:00 p.m. 
Monday  January 24 5:00 p.m. 
Monday  January 31 5:00 p.m. 
Monday  February 7 5:00 p.m. 
Monday  February 14 5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday  February 22 5:00 p.m. 
Monday  February 28 5:00 p.m. 
Monday  March 7 5:00 p.m. 
Monday  March 14 5:00 p.m. 
Monday  March 21 5:00 p.m. 
Monday  March 28 5:00 p.m. 
Monday  April 4 5:00 p.m. 
Monday  April 11 5:00 p.m. 
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IT Portfolio Management (ITPM)


We invest in technology for one reason…


to advance the efficient and effective 
operation of the Washington Judicial 
System.


ITPM is a “best‐practice” approach for managing 
IT investments.
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The Value Proposition


ITPM is a management tool for decision‐makers to 
plan, measure, manage & communicate investment 
decisions.


– How are we spending our IT dollars? Communicate


– How well are our investments doing? Performance/Value


– What do we need to watch out for? Risk


– Should we be investing differently? Alignment


GOAL:  Align IT investments with strategic business 
plans & goals, maximize return on investment within 
acceptable risk.
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ITPM Transformation Initiative #2.4
Project Goal:  Develop and implement a framework for planning and IT decision 


making for applications and projects


Objective:  To establish a process through which ISD can model its strategic IT 
decisions and a methodology that supports the goal of being able to properly 
manage, monitor and measure the costs and performance of IT assets


Status:  Project completed November 2010.  IT Portfolio Coordinator hired October 
2010.  Ongoing effort to build out the rest of the portfolio, automate the process 
and develop metrics.


Project Deliverables


Definition of Terms Process Workflow Automation  Rqmts


Process Descriptions Reporting Plan


Output Metrics Framework Review Process Methodology & Plan


Portfolio Inventory  ‐ Applications & Projects Initial Portfolio Review
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Portfolio Management vs. Portfolio


IT Portfolio Management – processes to Plan, Collect, 
Analyze and Report on the performance of the 
investments in the portfolio.


The IT Portfolio is the collection of investments ‐
applications, databases, software, networks, servers 
and projects used to deliver service to our 
customers.
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IT Portfolio 
Analysis & 


RecommendationPlanned Projects 
Portfolio


Active Projects 
Portfolio


Primary JIS 
Applications


Portfolio


Other
Applications 


Portfolio


Findings & 
Recommendations 


Updated IT 
Portfolio


Data Capture


Plan                     Collect                Analyze             Report


ITPM Processes
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AOC’s Future IT Portfolio


Applications


Projects


Enterprise
Architecture


Infrastructure


Staff 
Resources


Financial
Management


Governance


Currently not in repository


Services


IT Portfolio 
Data 


Repository


JIS, ACORDS, 
SCOMIS, Data 
Warehouse, etc.


Feasibility Study, 
Transformation, etc


Servers, Mainframe Databases, 
Network, Software, etc


Cost /Benefit Plans


ITG requests 


Standards &
Future State


JIS Baseline Services, etc
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AOC’s Current IT Portfolio


Portfolio Reports
Primary JIS Applications


Other Applications


Active Projects


Planned Projects



http://sharepoint.courts.wa.gov/AOC/ITP/Portfolios/ITPM Del 2.07b - JIS Application Portfolio - Final.xlsx

http://sharepoint.courts.wa.gov/AOC/ITP/Portfolios/ITPM Del 2.07b - Non-JIS Application Portfolio - Final.xlsx

http://sharepoint.courts.wa.gov/AOC/ITP/Portfolios/ITPM Del 2.07b - Active Project Portfolio - Final.xlsx

http://sharepoint.courts.wa.gov/AOC/ITP/Portfolios/ITPM Del 2.07b - Planned Project Portfolio - Final.xlsx
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Portfolio Metrics


Applications Projects


Risk Risk & Benefit


Cost Budget


# Tickets by Application Schedule


# Change Requests Resource Utilization


# Known Errors


Application Availability
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JIS Application Portfolio Review – October 2010
• Primary JIS Application Portfolio consists of 9 applications


• 66% of the JIS applications are mission critical.  Loss of service 
would have significant impact.


• Average age of systems is 11 years old


• Newest is Data Warehouse – 3 years old


• Oldest is SCOMIS – 34 years old


• ACORDS , JRS are ranked high risk in terms of sustainability, 
maintainability & extensibility.


• JCS is the only system developed in Magic/UniPaas


• Systems with the highest number of Known Errors:
– JIS(DISCIS) – 471 CAPS – 169


• CAPS used by the smallest number of users.
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Project Portfolio Review – October 2010
• 20 Projects in Active Status as of October 15, 2010


• 7 Projects Planned to start 2FQ2011  (Oct – Dec 2010)


• 5 Projects completed


Project Risk


Low


Moderate


Portfolio Balance


Maintain


Grow/Expand


Transform


Business Drivers


Maintain business
Improve Info Access
Increase Org. Capability
Manage Risk
Compliance/Mandate
Improve Service/Efficiency
Improve Decision Making
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ITPM Today


• A central repository of Application and Project data


• Beginning set of metrics for Applications & Projects


• Monthly summary project report


• Quarterly portfolio review & report (handout)


Project Risk Portfolio Balance
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Next Steps


Activity Timeframe
Conduct ITPM Communications & Outreach March – April 2011


Complete Applications Portfolio (Other Applications) March – May 2011


Capture Infrastructure data in Portfolio March – May 2011


Implement Clarity (software to automate ITPM) March – Aug. 2011


Complete 3QFY11 Quarterly Review April 2011


Prepare Annual ITPM Report May – July 2011


Complete 4QFY11 Quarterly Review July 2011


Improve Quality of Data & Metrics Ongoing
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Thank you
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Engrossed Substitute House Bill 3178   
Section 7


The administrative office of the courts, under the direction of the
judicial information system committee, shall:


(1) Develop a judicial information system information technology
portfolio consistent with the provisions of RCW 43.105.172;


(2) Participate in the development of an enterprise‐based statewide
information technology strategy as defined in section 10 of this act;


(3) Ensure the judicial information system information technology
portfolio is organized and structured to clearly indicate participation
in and use of enterprise‐wide information technology strategies; 


(4) As part of the biennial budget process, submit the judicial
information system information technology portfolio to the chair and
ranking member of the ways and means committees of the house of
representatives and the senate, the office of financial management, and
the department of information services.
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Administrative Office of the Courts


Information Services Division


Project Portfolio Report


As of:  January 31, 2011
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1 Active Projects (Scheduled & Resourced)


2 JISC 1 Underway Bill B. 12.2 Superior Court DX (Short Term) $1,600,000 $297,568 $1,204,351 21% n n n n n n n n n n n n n


3 JISC 2 Underway Kate
10.1a


ITG2


Conduct Feasibility Study and 


Transition Planning (Sup. Court 


Case Mgmt System Feasibility 


Study)


$576,000 $234 $0 CIO, AD n n n n n n n 12% n n n n n n n n n n n


4 JISC 3 Underway Mike
Records Management System 


(RMS)
80% n n n n n n n n n


5 JISC 4 Underway Mike Vehicle Related Violations 95% n n n n n n n n n


6 JISC 5 Underway Kumar JIS Baseline Services 65% n n


7 JISC 6 Underway Eric 5.1a
Implement ITSM - Service Catalog, 


Service Level Mgmt, Enterprise 


Rqmts Mgmt


A&S n n n n n n n 60% n n n n


8 JISC Underway Vonnie 2.1
CIO Directed Communications (CR-


001)
AD n n 80%


9 JISC Underway Tim Software Quality Assurance S&P n 75% n


10 JISC Underway Eric 3.2 Implement Solution Management $125,000 $0 $0 A&S n n n n n n n 40% n n n n


11 CIO Underway Tim Implement Rational Tools 5% n


12 JISC Underway Kate 4.1 Establish Vendor Management $100,000 $0 $100,000 AD n n n n n n n 0% n


13 JISC Underway Martin 4.2
Mature Application Development 


Capability (SDLC)
$160,000 $0 $135,000 DAT n n n n 0% n


14 JISC Underway Wendy 7.1 Develop Data Governance Model $70,000 $0 $95,000 CIO n n n n n n 90% n


15 JISC Underway Wendy 7.2 Implement Data Quality Program $240,000 $0 $270,000 DAT n n n 25% n n n n n n n


16 JISC Underway Wendy 7.3
Develop Unified Data Model 


(scoping)
$298,000 $0 $0 25% n n n n n n


17 JISC Underway Martin Capability & Maturity Model S&P n n n n n n n 10% n n


18 JISC Underway Mike Clarity Implementation 0% n n n


19 JISC Underway Mike Resource Management S&P n n n n n n n 0% n


20 AOC Underway Mike
Implement Governance Bodies - 


SCB, OCB
0% n


21 AOC Underway Martin
Back on Track to Pact Conversion 


(Juv. Risk Assessment)
20% n n n


22 AOC Underway Bill B. BizTalk Upgrade 56% n n n n n n n


23 JISC Underway Bill C. Natural to COBOL Conversion $550,000 $31,850 $37,048 0%


24 AOC 1 Underway Mike DB2 Upgrade to version 10 0% n


25 AOC 1 Underway Bill C. ITG6 
Court Interpreter Database (non-


JISC)
AOC 5% n n


26 AOC 2 Underway Martin ITG12
Adult Risk Assessment Feasibility 


Study 


Multiple 


Court
97% n


27 AOC 5 Underway Bill C. ITG19
Display Judgments (SCOMIS Case 


Type 9)


Superior 


Court
80% n


28 AOC 3 Underway Bill C. ITG22
Total on "CAR" screen when it 


echoes back


Multiple 


Court
90% n


29 AOC 12 Underway Bill C. ITG23
TPSC docket entry payment due 


date


Limited 


Jurisdiction
90% n n


30 AOC 1 Underway Mike ITG28
Parking & VRV  Case Management 


Solution


Limited 


Jurisdiction
0% n n n n n n


31 AOC 11 Underway Bill C. ITG33 Autofill date for BDK screen
Limited 


Jurisdiction
80% n n


32 CIO 3 Underway Celeste ITG39
Prevent Charges from being 


Amended on CAR


Limited 


Jurisdiction
0% n n n n n


33 AOC 2 Underway Bill C. ITG50
JRS Window 7 Compatibility 


Upgrade


Superior 


Court
25% n n n n n


34 CIO 2 Underway Bill C. ITG52 ACORDS Letter Modification Appellate 5% n n n n


35 CIO 3 Underway Bill C. ITG53 Modify ACORDS Download Table Appellate 0% n n n n


36 JISC Underway Dennis Equipment Replacement - External $2,700,000 $1,448,139 $0 75% n


37 JISC Underway Dennis Equipment Replacement - Internal $300,000 $203,623 $0 80% n


38 Legislature M Underway Bill C. Analysis of Legislative Requests 5% n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n


39


40 Planned Projects (Approved)


41 JISC Planned 3.4
Implement ITSM - Change, 


Configuration, Release
$225,000 $0 $0 DAT, OPS n n n n


42 JISC Planned 4.3 Establish Enterprise Security $200,000 $0 $0 A&S n n n n


43 JISC Planned 5.1b Implement ITSM - Incident, Problem $497,000 $0 $50,000 DAT, OPS n n n


44 JISC Planned 6.1
Establish Custom Development 


Capabilities (tie to 4.2)
DAT n n n n


45 JISC Planned 7.3
Develop Unified Data Model 


(development)
DAT n n n n


46 JISC Planned Wendy 7.4a
Implement MDM - Ramp up and 


analysis 
$900,000 $0 $0 DAT n n n n
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Administrative Office of the Courts


Information Services Division


Project Portfolio Report
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47 JISC Planned 7.4b Implement MDM - Deployment DAT n n n n


48 JISC Planned 7.5 Optimize Data Warehouse DAT n n n n


49 JISC Planned 8.1
Develop Data Exchange Migration 


Strategy
DAT n n n


50 JISC Planned 8.2 Develop File Based Exchanges DAT n n n


51 JISC Planned 8.3 Develop Transactional Transfers DAT n n n


52 JISC Planned 8.4
Migrate Exchanges including JIS 


Link
DAT n n n


53 JISC Planned 9.1
Develop Migration Strategy (web 


sites)
OPS n n n n


54 JISC Planned 9.2
Redirect Web Application Data 


Source
OPS n n n n


55 JISC 2 Planned Kate 10.1b
Conduct Feasibility Study and 


Transition Planning (Sup. Court 


Case Mgmt System - RFP)


Superior 


Court
CIO, AD n n n n n n n


56 JISC Planned Kate 10.1c
Conduct Feasibility Study and 


Transition Planning (Sup. Court 


Case Mgmt System Transition Plan)


Superior 


Court
CIO, AD n n n n n n n


57 JISC Planned 10.2
Purchase, Configure & Deploy 


COTS Application 1 (Superior Court 


Case Management System)


CIO, AD n n n n n n n


58 JISC Planned 10.3
Purchase, Configure & Deploy 


COTS Application 2
CIO, AD n n n n n n n


59 JISC Planned 10.4
Purchase, Configure & Deploy 


COTS Application 3
CIO, AD n n n n n n n


60 JISC Planned 10.5
Purchase, Configure & Deploy 


Custom Application 1
CIO, AD n n n n n n n


61 JISC Planned 10.6
Purchase, Configure & Deploy 


Custom Application 2
CIO, AD n n n n n n n


62 JISC Planned 11.1
Change Management in Support of 


JIS
$320,000 $0 $0 CIO, AD n n n n n n n


63 JISC 1 Planned Bill B. 12.2 Superior Court DX (Long Term)


64 JISC Planned Knowledge Management S&P n n n n n n n


65 JISC Planned Compliance Monitoring S&P n n n n n n n


66 JISC Planned Service Level Management CIO n n n n n n n


CIO 5 Planned ITG32
Batch enter attorneys to multiple 


cases


Limited 


Jurisdiction


68 AOC 8 Planned ITG36 A/P put on hold make docket entry
Limited 


Jurisdiction


AOC 4 Planned ITG37 Comments line on bench warrants
Limited 


Jurisdiction


AOC 6 Planned ITG38 Transfer Code for Judgment Field
Limited 


Jurisdiction


71 Completed Projects


72 JISC  Completed 1.1
Develop Organizational Change 


Strategy
$224,000 $626 $223,374 AD n n


73 JISC Completed 1.2
Implement New Organization 


Structure
$136,000 $0 $76,000 CIO n n


74 JISC Completed 2.1
Implement Change Management & 


Communications
$350,000 $410,000 AD n n


75 JISC Completed 2.2 Implement IT Governance $721,000 $672,088 $107,057 AD n n


76 JISC Completed 3.1
Implement Enterprise Architecture 


Management
$275,000 $262,200 $0 A&S n


77 JISC Completed 3.3
Implement Relationship 


Management
$320,000 $0 $0 AD n


78 JISC Completed 12.5
Conduct Market Study - Superior 


Courts Systems


79 JISC Completed 12.6
Conduct Feasibility Study - Road to 


Toll Support


80 Legislature 1 Completed Celeste Vehicles in Emergency Zones


81 JISC Completed Martin 2.3
Implement Project Management 


Office
$734,000 $253,000 $481,000 S&P n n


82 JISC Completed Martin 2.4 IT Portfolio Management $686,000 $319,500 $366,500 AD n n n n n n n


83 JISC Completed Martin 5.2
Implement Performance Reporting 


(was Implement Financial 


Reporting)


$75,000 $0 $0 AD n n n n n n n


84 JISC Completed Mike 12.3 Eticketing Stabilization $225,000 $3,228 $0


85 AOC Completed Bill C. ITG4 Change MER to CIR
Superior 


Court


86


87 sub-total $12,607,000


88 Non-allocated projects $7,000


89 Total $12,614,000 $3,902,056 $3,145,330
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Active Projects 


JISC 
Planned 


Completion 
Status 
2/3/11 


JIS Baseline Services Mar 2011  


Superior Court Feasibility Study Apr 2011  


Records Management System Jun 2011  


Vehicle Related Violations Jun 2011  


Superior Court DX (short term) Dec 2011  


Transformation   


Establish Vendor Management Jan 2011  


Develop Data Governance Model Jan 2011  


Software Quality Assurance Feb 2011  


CIO Directed Communications Feb 2011  


Develop Unified Data Model (scope) Mar 2011  


Solution Management Mar 2011  


Implement Service Catalog Apr 2011  


Implement Data Quality Program May 2011  


Mature Appl. Dev. Capability Jun 2011  


Capability & Maturity Model Jun 2012  


AOC   


Back on Track to PACT Conversion Jun 2011  


BizTalk Upgrade May 2011  


Implement Rational Tools Mar 2011  


Analysis of Legislative Requests May 2011  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Planned Projects 


JISC 
Planned 


Start 


Conduct Feasibility Study & Transition 
Planning (Superior Court Case Mgmt RFP) 


May 2011 


Superior Court DX (long term) Jan 2012 


Transformation  


Implement Master Data Model Dec 2010 


Implement Governance Bodies (SCB. OCB) Jan 2011 


Develop Unified Data Model (development) Feb 2011 


Resource Management Feb 2011 


Establish Enterprise Security Mar 2011 


Implement ITSM – incident, problem Mar 2011 


Implement ITSM – change, config, release Apr 2011 


Service Level Management Apr 2011 


Establish Custom Development  Capability Jul 2011 


Knowledge Management Jul 2011 


Change Management in support of JIS Oct 2011 


Compliance Monitoring Oct 2011 


Optimize Data Warehouse Jan 2012 


Purchase, config & deploy COTS App 1 (SC) Jan 2012 


Develop Data Exchange Migration Strategy Jul 2012 


Develop File-based Exchanges Sep 2012 


Develop Transactional Transfers Sep 2012 


Migrate Exchanges including JIS-Link Apr 2013 


AOC  
Clarity Implementation Jan 2011 


DB2 Upgrade to version 10 Jul 2011 


 
 


 
 
 
 


 


 


IT Portfolio 


Quarterly Report 


 


October – December  


2010  


 


For more information, please contact 


Bill Cogswell 
Associate Director 


Information Services Division 
(360) 704-4066 


 
william.cogswell@courts.wa.gov 


 
 


Completed Projects 


Vehicles in Emergency Zones Dec 2010 


Implement Project Management Office Dec 2010 


IT Portfolio Management Dec 2010 


Implement ISD Performance Reporting Dec 2010 


Eticketing Stabilization Nov 2010 


Governance Requests 


As of December 31, 2010 


Endorsed 15 


Recommended 3 


Authorized 3 


Active 6 


Completed 1 


Closed 12 



mailto:william.cogswell@courts.wa.gov





Primary JIS Applications 


 Application Description Serving Users
1
 


Transactions 
per 


Month 


Support 
FTEs 


Year  
in 


Production 


# 
K
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ACORDS 
Appellate Court 
Records & Data 


System 


Case management system for the Appellate Courts Appellate 
Courts 


319 3,460 .7 2003 3 14 0   R 


CAPS 
Court Automated 


Proceeding System 
Resource management and event scheduling 


Superior Court 
(Yakima 
County) 


30 38,000 .1 2003 169 0 0    


DW/BOXI 
Data Warehouse 
Business Objects 


Reporting tool for Data Warehouse All courts 1,250 Not avail. 3.5 2008 0 32 0    


ETP 
Electronic Ticketing 


Process 
Used by the courts to process tickets filed electronically CLJ 3,799 224,000 .6 2007 72 71 0    


JABS 
Judicial Access 


Browser System 
Simple view of criminal history/offender profile 


Superior 
Courts, CLJ, 


Juvenile 
6,865 120,000 .6 2001 8 3 0    


JCS 
Juvenile & 


Corrections System 
Case management Juvenile  2,965 830,000 3.1 2005 62 158 0    


JIS 
(DISCIS) 


Judicial Information 
System (DISCIS) 


Person-centric court case management system.  Initiating case 
filing for well-identified persons and CLJ cases.  Manage persons, 
case-related financial activities, CLJ calendaring and perform other 
functions, including delinquency processing. 


Superior 
Courts, CLJ, 


Juvenile 
3,799 20,255,205 4.75 1990 471 94 5    


JRS 
Judicial Receipting 


System 
Receipting system used by the County Clerks. 


Superior 
Courts 


86 480,000 1.7 1993 3 0 1    


SCOMIS 
Superior Court 


Management & Info 
System 


Case management system 
Superior 
Courts, 
Juvenile 


1,745 7,405,265 2.75 1977 35 43 1    


1
Based on RACF-Userids 


Other Applications 
Bill Tracker Event Manager Interpreters Reimbursement OSOS Felon Reporting 


Certify Firearms Reporting JIS-Link Public Case Search 


Court of Appeals e-Filing (web-based filing) Fiscal Court Services Judicial Contract Tracking System (JCTS) Vehicle Related Violations (VRV) 


Data Exchanges Guardians Juvenile Risk Assessment (JRA)  


Document Indexing Internet, Extranet OASYS  
 


External WA state applications:  HRMS, AFRS, ADDS, DRS, CAMS, Fiscal Note 


 


LEGEND 
Sustainability Able to avoid negative impact on application or users Green Normally will be achieved at a level of effort consistent with standard industry practice 


Maintainability Able to keep applications current in existing state Yellow Challenging to achieve at a level of effort consistent with standard industry practice 


Extensibility Able to increase scope of the application Red  Difficult to achieve at a level of effort consistent with standard industry practice 


 








ISD Transformation


Status Update Report to JISC
March 4th, 2011


JIS Baseline Service Level Work Group







Workgroup Purpose


1. To determine which services (business functions) 
should be provided and funded centrally at the 
state level and made available to all courts vs. 
which services should be maintained and funded 
at a local level; 
and 


2. To develop a set of criteria that will be used in the 
future to decide in which category new requests 
for services fall into.  







Workgroup Members


Larry Barker Barb Miner


Linda Bell Jeff Hall


William Holmes Dirk Marler


N.F. Jackson Vonnie Diseth


Rich Johnson







Workgroup Process


1. Define 
Objectives & 


Scope


2. Identify 
Services


3. Establish 
Criteria


4. Apply 
Criteria


5. Publish Draft 
Baseline 
Services


6. Gather  & 
Incorporate 
Feedback 


7. JISC 
Approval & 
Adoption


• AOC Provide Starter Set of Services and 
example criteria


• Workgroup Identifies Services Needed 
regardless of central or local provisioning


• Apply criteria to services identified


• Complete criteria definition


• Produce Report


• Refine Report


• Adopt


• Scope
• Objectives







Last JISC Update 


At the January 21, 2010 JISC meeting, we reported:


(January): Continue to work on establishing the 
criteria for local vs. centralized services.
(February):  Apply the criteria to the services 
identified.
(March):  Publish a Draft of the Baseline Services 
Report for review and comment (allow 2‐3 weeks).


5







Status to Date 


Step Description Date


1. Created Plan and Development Process  Sept 2010


2. Developed Scope, Objectives and Services Framework Oct 2010


3. Documented  Business Functions and Services Nov 2010


4. Developed Initial Evaluation Criteria Dec 2010


5. Completed Criteria and Developed Questions Jan 2010


6. Developed and Validated Scoring Matrix Feb 2010


6







Next Steps
Step Description Date


1. Complete Criteria Question and Scoring Values Feb 2010


2. Mock Scoring and Scoring Matrix Refinement  March 2010


3. Workgroup Individual Scoring March 2010


4. Scoring Consolidation and Analysis March 2010


5. Baseline Services (Central/Local) Workgroup Voting March 2010


6. Complete Draft Report April 2010


7 Workgroup Draft Report Review April 2010


8. Publish Draft Report April 2010


9 Review and Comment May 2010


10 Final Report May/June 2010


7





		ISD Transformation

		Workgroup Purpose

		Workgroup Members

		Workgroup Process

		Last JISC Update 

		Status to Date 

		Next Steps






ISD Transformation


March 4th , 2011


Service Management Transformation Initiatives
Overview







Agenda


Background
Service Management
Service Lifecycle
Service Catalog ‐The Common Thread
ISD Transformation in Context


2







Background


3







The $400K Question


What are we getting for the $400K on the Service 
Catalog initiative?


4







Service Catalog Initiative


5.1a  ITSM ‐ Service Catalog, Service Level 
Management and Enterprise Requirements 


Management
5.1a ITSM ‐ Service Catalog Renamed


SCI # Deliverable Name Cost


1.01 Project Startup & Charter $20,000


1.02 Service Catalog Definition and Report $80,000


1.03 Initial Baseline Service Catalog $35,000


1.04 Service Catalog Management Framework and Report $70,000


1.05 Enterprise Requirements Management Process $70,000


1.06 Service Level Management Process and Report $70,000


1.07 Service Catalog Deployment and Report $45,000


1.08 Project Closeout Report $10,000


5







ISD Transformation ‐ Completed Initiatives


Organizational Change Strategy
New Organizational Structure
IT Governance
Project Management 
Project Portfolio Management
Enterprise Architecture
Relationship Management
Performance Reporting
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Current Processes ‐ Issues


Lack of customer focus ‐ technology based thinking
No consistency of outcomes 
Sequence and hand‐offs between teams are not well‐
defined
No strict accountability or monitoring for deliverables
Inefficiencies and cost‐insensitive use of resources
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ISD Transformation 6 Year Plan


Change Management & 
Communications
IT Governance
Project Management 
Portfolio Management
Enterprise Architecture
Relationship Management
Data Quality & Data 
Governance
Performance Reporting


ITSM Service Catalog
ITSM Change, Configuration & Release
Solution Management
Software Quality Assurance
Capability Maturity Model
ITSM Incident, Problem
Mature Application Development
Vendor Management
Enterprise Requirements Management
Service Level Management
Resource Management
ComplianceManagement
KnowledgeManagement
Capacity & Availability Management


Year 1 Year 3 Year 5


Custom Development 
Capabilities
Implement COTS


IT Service 
Management 
Initiatives based on 
IT Infrastructure 
Library (ITIL)* Best 
Practices


8







Introducing Service Management


9







Defining Service Management


“Service Management is a set of specialized organizational
capabilities for providing value to customers in the form of


Services.”
It involves a new focus
A new paradigm
A new vocabulary
It manifests its influence in delivering a superior 
experience of value to every customer. 
It has nothing to do with slogans, platitudes, 
motivational campaigns, or advertising promises
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Two Sides of Service Management


The world of service management has two sides:
A Customer perspective


Highlights the value of the service to customer
Results in customer experience


A Provider perspective
Establishes the tasks & processes associated with 
providing service to customer
Results in value for customer


11







Service – Customer Perspective
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Service – Provider Perspective


Services are 
linked through 
Service Chains
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Goals of Service Management


Customer Experience
Satisfaction
Consistency & Predictability


Efficiency
Build an organization that holds itself accountable
Improve IT's agility to respond to new requirements
Meet the growing demands of Compliance


Cost‐Effectiveness
Improve quality of service without adding cost
Focus on identifying and managing costs 
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Service Lifecycle
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Defining Service


“A service is a way of delivering value to a customer by facilitating the 
expected outcome”


Request


Outcome
Inputs


Skilled 
Participants


Standardized 
Process 
Model


Assets & 
Tools


Application 
Centric 


Oversight
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Managed Service Model


Oversight


Optimization
Service 


Expectations


Oversight & Optimization of  Service Offerings
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Other 
Outcomes


Service 
Request


Outcome
Inputs


Skilled 
Participants


Standardized 
Process 
Model


Assets & 
Tools


Service‐based 
Oversight


Other Service 
Requests


Optimization


Service 
Catalog


$$$
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Five Phases of Service Lifecycle


Service Strategy • Determines customers’ requirement
• What can IT support


• Strategies
• Service Levels & Policies
• Resource  Constraints


Service Design • How is the service used?
• How will the service be supported?


• Design
• Operational Level 


Agreements & Guidelines


Service 
Transition


• How is the service deployed?
• Ensure that the solution  meets needs


• Transition Plans
• Tested Solutions


Service 
Operation


• How is the service delivered?
• What are the possible service incidents ?


• Operational Plans
• Operational Services
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Continuous Improvement
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IT Service Management Processes


ERM
CMDB


Knowledge
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Service Catalog – the Common Thread
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Service Catalog Ties it Together


Service Catalog is foundational for service management 
organization:


Service Level Management – Service Level agreements mapped to services
Incident Management – All Incidents are recorded against services in the 
catalog
Problem Management – Trend and root cause analysis on service delivery
Change, Configuration, Release – All related back to the Service Catalog


Builds common terminology across the organization
A communication tool between ISD and 
customers/business partners (build trust)
Defines ISD services from the customer perspective
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Service Catalog Initiative
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Case Filing


Business Processes
(JIS Baseline Services)


Collections Jury 
Management Imaging Court Calendar Probation 


Assessment
Manage 
Person


Probation 
Programs


Application 
Support


Web Content 
Management


Web Support


Technical/ Internal 
Services


Enterprise 
Requirements 


Repository


Email-iMail


Mobile 
Communication


Server Services


Enterprise IT 
Security


Storage & 
Backup


Equipment 
Replacement


Application 
Development


Website Design


Project 
management


Solution 
Management


Business 
Analysis


EA Consulting


Service Level Agreements


Develop a 
Webpage


Business Services 
Catalog


IT Governance 
Request


Setup Docketing 
Data Service


Tablet Device 
Request


Application 
Hosting


Operational Level Agreements


Performance metrics & Optimization


Service Strategy, Service PortfolioService Strategy, Service Portfolio Service Catalog Management


Service Optimization & Service Level Management


Enterprise 
Requirements 
Management







Service Portfolio & Service Catalog


• Server Hosting
• Tablet Device Request
• Web Site Development


Service Pipeline 
(2012, 2015)


• Equipment Repair
• Incident Resolution
• Legislative Analysis
• ITG Request Analysis


Service Catalog 
(2011) • TBD


Retired Services 
(2012,2015)
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Service Portfolio


Entitlement Model 
(2011)


Consumption Model 
(2020?)







ISD Transformation in Context
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Service Strategy Service Design Service Transition Service Operation Continuous Service 
Improvement


Q1
’ 2


01
1


Q2
’ 2


01
1


Q3
’ 2


01
1


Q4
’ 2


01
1


Q1
’ 2


01
2


ISD Transformation Implementation Plan


ITSM Change
ITSM  Configuration
ITSM Release


Mature Application Development
Vendor Management


Solution Management
Software Quality Assurance


Resource 
Management


ITSM Service 
Catalog
Service Level 
Management
Enterprise 
Requirements 
Management


Availability 
Management
ITSCM (disaster 
recovery)
`


ITSM Incident
ITSM Problem


Capability Maturity 
Model


Compliance 
Management


Knowledge 
management


Capacity 
Management
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ISD Transformation Model 2011
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Summary


Services help establish a customer and provider 
perspective for  IT Services for JIS
Service Management transformation initiatives will help 
ISD focus on:


Delivering consistent value to customers and 
Improving efficiencies in the services delivery
Setup a foundation for JIS services based on consumption model


Service catalog is the strategic tool that works within 
service portfolio to establish the foundation for service 
management
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Service Catalog


Component & Deliverables Rationale Expected Benefits


Current Baseline Service Catalog of 
Customer Facing view of IT services
• Accurate & Consistent
• Available to enterprise
• Levels & quality of service customers 


can expect
ISD Business Services and relationship with 
JIS Business Functions
Service Catalog Management Framework
• Centrally managed services
Service Catalog Deployment Plan
• Service Catalog Discussion –


engagement
2012, 2015 Recommended Business 
Services – Strategic level activity aimed at 
ensuring that only value‐added services 
continue to be provided
• Service pipeline (proposed or in 


development)
• Service Catalog (live or available for 


deployment)
• Retired Services


• A documented catalog of services is 
needed for customers to understand 
what services are provided by ISD, how 
to request  a service, and when to expect 
the results. 


• The service catalog is needed to realize 
service level management 


• The service catalog is needed so that 
services can be managed as portfolio 
items


• A common terminology for services is 
needed to facilitate clear 
communications.


• The cost and value of services is needed 
for planning and resourcing


• The relationship between services is 
needed to optimize organizational 
performance


• Sets the stage for formal Service Level 
Management 
Improves communications between IT 
and the Business and within IT 


• Increases Customer satisfaction 
• Allows Users and Customers to choose 


the correct IT service for their needs 
• Elevates the perception of the IT 


organization to that of a Service 
Provider 


• Moves IT closer to a service‐orientation, 
versus a technology orientation 
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Service Level Management


Component & Deliverables Rationale Expected Benefits


• Guide that describes how to Implement 
Service Level Management


• Service Level Management processes
• Gap analysis between business 
requirements and available services


• Service Level Agreements
• Service Level Measurement and 
Reporting


• A  better understanding between 
business units and IT is needed


• Predictable service levels need to be set 
based on customer need and IT 
capability


• Service levels need to be measured and 
reported consistently


• A framework is needed to support 
continuous process improvement


• Flexibility is needed react quickly to 
changing needs


• A process is needed for determining 
internal or external sourcing of IT 
services 


• Reliability, availability and capacity will 
be predictable


• Consistent measurements and reporting 
of service levels


• Common understanding of the levels 
and consistency of the provision of 
services by ISD for AOC


• Regular service improvement reviews to 
align ISD services with court stakeholder 
requirements 


• Identified opportunities for service 
delivery improvements
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Enterprise Requirements Management


Component & Deliverables Rationale Expected Benefits


An Enterprise‐wide approach, or 
framework for managing all requirements, 
not just a set of requirements that only 
relate to enterprise concerns.


A framework to manage requirements at 
an enterprise level; includes:
• Process & guidelines to consistently 


and comprehensively apply policies, 
procedures, practices, and processes 
across the whole enterprise, whose 
domain of interest is "requirements".


• Includes processes for managing 
requirements from a business 
perspective, from a project perspective 
as well as managing those 
requirements for re‐use after the 
project has completed, ie support for 
research, conflict resolution, 
governance, change management, etc.


• Need a method for requirements to be 
shared between projects


• A single central repository for 
requirements is needed so requirements 
do not get lost


• Reusing requirements is more efficient 
than recreating them


• Need a standard repeatable process for 
managing requirements


• Customers get frustrated when they 
express the same requirement for every 
project


• Reuse requirements from project to 
project


• Reduced time to gather future 
requirements


• Repository for impact assessments, 
standards, business rules, etc.


• Improved system quality – fewer 
delivery errors


• Improved customer satisfaction
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Service Management Components


ITIL v3 based 
Framework
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June 24, 2011 
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 JUDICIAL INFORMATION SYSTEM COMMITTEE 
 


JANUARY 21, 2011 
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 


AOC Office, SeaTac, WA 
 


DRAFT - Minutes 
 
Members Present: 
Justice Mary Fairhurst, Chair 
Mr. Larry Barker 
Chief Robert Berg 
Ms. Linda Bell 
Mr. Jeff Hall  
Mr. William Holmes 
Mr. N. F. Jackson  
Mr. Rich Johnson 
Judge J. Robert Leach 
Mr. Steward Menefee 
Ms. Barb Miner 
Judge Steven Rosen 
Judge Michael Trickey  
Ms. Yolande Williams 
Judge Thomas J. Wynne 
 
Members Absent: 
Judge James Heller  
Mr. Marc Lampson 
 


Guests Present: 
Ms. Linda Enlow 
Ms. Betty Gould 
Ms. Cynthia Marr 
Ms. Cathy Pashon 
Ms. Marti Maxwell 
Mr. Kevin Stock 
Ms. Aimee Vance 
Mr. Joe Wheeler 
 
Staff Present: 
Mr. Kevin Ammons 
Mr. Bill Burke 
Mr. Bill Cogswell 
Ms. Vonnie Diseth 
Ms. Kate Kruller 
Ms. Heather Morford 
Ms. Pam Payne 
Mr. Ramsey Radwan 
Mr. Mike Walsh 


Call to Order 
 
Justice Fairhurst called the meeting to order at 9:05 a.m. and introductions were made.   
 
December 3, 2010 Meeting Minutes 
 
Justice Fairhurst asked if there were any changes or comments to the draft minutes from the 
December 3, 2010 meeting.  Hearing no suggestions or changes Justice Fairhurst deemed the 
minutes approved. 
 
Budget Status Report   
 
Ms. Vonnie Diseth presented the forecast for the next six month showing the projected spending 
for the specific projects.  When the biennium began there was a plan.  Now that we are 18 months 
into the plan, there are some initiatives that are under spent as they are now completed.  Under 
spent monies are being reallocated to other project areas.  Ms. Diseth explained that on projects 
that have been completed the amount shown is the actual amount spent for the initiative.  Projects 
not completed have a combined amount that includes what has been spent to date and what is 
projected to be spent in the next six months.  There are projects that have a zero dollar amount in 
the allocated column.   These are initiatives that were completed by internal AOC staff without the 
use of a contractor --- saving us money.  This exercise is meant to show the shifting of funds in 
areas that we under expended and where money is available to be spent in other areas that need 
more funding.  Funding amounts that are bolded are initiatives that have been identified as projects 
that will likely cross over into the next biennium and will need a reallocation of funds to carry us 
forward.  Justice Fairhurst clarified that the amount listed is not the amount that would move 
forward to the next biennium that funds spent on the project during the next six months would 
leave a balance difference and that amount would be carried forward.  The final total of 
$12,614,000.00 is the same amount previously allocated.  The allocation amount has not changed. 
 
Mr. N.F. Jackson asked what the “Change Management in Support of JIS” initiative is about.   Ms. 
Diseth explained that when we eventually implement a new case management system, the work 
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will likely involve changes to the court community.  Change Management involves all the work 
necessary to help organizations prepare for the anticipated changes.   
 
Mr. Rich Johnson asked a question about the IT Service Catalog line item – What is the Service 
Catalog?   Ms. Diseth explained the Service Catalog is a menu of services ISD would provide to 
the court community.  The catalog lists the services and service level agreements available to the 
courts.  Mr. Kevin Ammons further explained that the value of a service catalog includes a defined 
baseline set of services that each court would have to have for integration.  Beyond that, courts of 
different levels would be able to pick and choose what services best fits their business model.  
There are two aspects to a Service Catalog:  a technical catalog from an ISD point of view and a 
service catalog from the customer’s point of view.  The initial effort is to develop a technical catalog 
--- which is an effort for AOC to alter the way it thinks about how it does business; where its 
business lines are drawn; and how AOC relates as a service provider to the courts.  Following that 
effort, ISD will take the information and work with the customers to define a service catalog from 
the customer’s point of view.  How customers view AOC services is very different from how ISD 
views the services it is offering.  This effort will bridge that gap -- understanding more about the 
service we offer from the customer’s perspective.  Mr. Jeff Hall reminded the committee that 
everything we are doing can be tied back to the JIS Strategy.  Justice Fairhurst asked to have a 
presentation given on the Service Catalog and what we can expect to receive from the effort at the 
next JISC meeting in March.   
 
Justice Fairhurst stated her appreciation that ISD is taking to review the issues and instances 
where projects and initiatives can be completed internally, thus freeing up funding to be used in 
other areas. 
 
Mr. Ramsey Radwan presented financial activity and budget updates. The first report, on the 
brown sheet, provides a snapshot of obligations and expenditures for the current biennium.  This 
report reflects expenditures through December 31, 2010. 


The next report on the green sheet, shows funding and expenditures through December 31, 2010.  
At the project level, excluding the equipment replacement amount, funds are approximately 54% 
expended; funds are approximately 82% expended if equipment replacement is included.  Mr. 
Radwan explained that negative amounts in the variance column represent the status prior to Ms. 
Diseth’s recent re-baseline effort.  As a result of the re-baseline and shifting of funds, negative 
amounts are no longer reflected in the variance.  It should be noted that although we will lose 
project spending authority for funding carried into the next biennium, no dollars will be lost from the 
account balance.  A request will be made to the Legislature to have those monies re-allocated for 
spending after July 1, 2011. 


The last report presented was the JIS Account: Estimated Revenue, Expenditure and Fund 
Balance Report.  This report estimates, at a high level, revenue and expenses over the next five 
biennia (ten years).  Ongoing costs include amounts necessary for keeping the lights on and 
conducting business as usual, as well as costs associated with current projects. 


Legislative Status Report  
 
Ms. Mellani McAleenan reported on the significant changes that have taken place in the 
legislature.  Changes include 25 people who have never been a legislator before, one former 
legislator returning, and a number of representatives who have moved to the senate.   
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The legislative session has been in progress for about two weeks.  Mr. Jeff Hall, Ms. Vonnie Diseth 
and Ms. McAleenan have met with a handful of legislators to either teach them about JIS or to 
update those familiar with JIS on the progress against the transformation plan and to share with 
them the status of the CMS project and explain the placeholder Decision Package request in the 
budget before them.   


Ms. McAleenan has provided a list of legislators on committees that could touch on JIS in some 
way and requested that JISC members review the material and notify her if they have any 
relationships or are willing to establish any relationships with those legislators.   


ISD Monthly Status Update – Priority Project Reports 
 
Ms. Vonnie Diseth pointed out some of the major accomplishments for 2010 listed in the material.  
The monthly report with status updates on each initiative is included in the material, please read at 
your convenience and if you have any questions please let me know.  I would like to spend the 
remainder of this time focusing on the important discussion that needs to take place on the major 
projects we are reporting on.   
 
Superior Court Management Feasibility Study (SCMFS): 
 
Ms. Kate Kruller reported that the Executive Sponsor has completed the project charter, work plan 
and schedule as of the end of December.  Meetings with the clerks on business process are 
wrapping up and interviews with the judges, administrators and clerks have been completed.   High 
level technical and business requirements were completed in January and will be refined as the 
project moves forward. 
 
A draft High-Level Cost Estimate was reviewed by AOC and the Executive Sponsor Committee 
(ESC) on January 6. This prompted a dialog regarding the official interpretation on what was in- 
scope for the SCMFS.  AOC responded by taking the conversation off-line to clarify exactly what 
had been approved by the JISC at the December 4, 2010 meeting.  On January 7, the State Court 
Administrator, Mr. Jeff Hall, AOC ISD Director/CIO, Vonnie Diseth, SCMFS Project Manager, Kate 
Kruller, SCMFS Project Vendor, MTG and the AOC Court Business Liaison, Heather Morford met 
and reviewed JISC minutes, the project charter and other documents.  A special Sponsor meeting 
was held on January 10th to report the results to the ESC: 


o It was determined that SCOMIS functionality is in scope for SCMFS. 
o The project charter will be updated with clarifying statements in the scope section to 


reinforce this determination. 
o The High Level Cost Estimate would be updated to include SCOMIS functionality. 


Ms. Vonnie Diseth added that the FAQ document that is being worked on  has input from the 
business liaisons and other stakeholders to formally address the questions in a way that the 
answers and other information can be disseminated out to all parties.  The plan is to present the 
updated charter and FAQ document at the March 4th JISC meeting. 
 
The high level cost estimate (over a 5 year time frame) is an – $18-$21.5 million effort.  Ms. Vonnie 
Diseth clarified that this is the initial high level cut we asked MTG to do so that we could update 
the legislature with this estimate.  Mr. Jeff Hall added that this is the first deliverable from MTG to 
give us a high level budget estimate.  Like other budget numbers this is a range and it will likely not 
be the same exact amount as what comes out of the final feasibility study.  There will be a 
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difference both in terms of the numbers and the construct/assumptions they used to build those 
numbers.   
 
Mr. Joe Wheeler (MTG) explained a lot of the estimate is based on comparables with what other 
states that are comparable in size to Washington have implemented.  The biggest portion of the 
cost is not the hardware or software; it is the implementation with all the people.  The costs also 
include rough estimates for county costs.  For example, it includes the costs for judges, clerks, 
administrators to be involved in planning and implementation.  Costs include customization and 
configuration as well.    
 
Mr. Rich Johnson asked for clarification on “SCOMIS functionality”.  Mr. Jeff Hall responded that 
there are a lot of nuances to the language we use and while there might be a slight nod to that, we 
are not going to talk about this in terms of SCOMIS replacement.  We are going to talk about it in 
terms of looking for a system that encompasses the functionality that is in SCOMIS.  The goal here 
is to find a system that judges need and want and also that the clerks need and want.  Mr. Hall 
asked Mr. Johnson if that answered his question – Mr. Johnson stated he understands the words, 
but it seems this is far beyond what was initially discussed as being a calendaring system. 
 
Justice Fairhurst summarized that she didn’t think this was far beyond the original scope and that 
is why AOC went back and verified in the minutes what was approved by the committee.   
Ms. Vonnie Diseth reminded the committee that the scope changed last fall.  Initially, the clerks 
were not involved when the RFP was released.   At that time, the judges, the project team, and the 
vendor all raised a concern that not having the clerks involved was a high risk for the Feasibility 
Study.  In September, Judge Warning went to the clerk’s conference and asked them to join the 
project as an equal partner.  The clerks agreed.  In November, when the ESC was formed, they 
began looking at the functionality in the bubble charts and what was not included.  If you look at 
one of the initial bubble chart, there was an L shaped box drawn around the functionality that the 
study was focused on.  But as the Executive Sponsor Committee discussed what needed to be 
done and included in the study, it encompassed the entire case management functionality.  A lot of 
time was spent working on the functionality chart by the ESC.  In December, the ESC brought the 
revised chart as a recommendation to the JISC depicting what the ESC believed should be 
included in the scope of the project.  Ms. Diseth recommended that the functionality chart be 
handed out as a reminder when updates are given on the project. 
 
Justice Fairhurst asked for anyone in the room who is not comfortable with what is being presented 
to speak up.  As a committee we have worked very hard to get to a place where we are having 
trusting open conversations.  Justice Fairhurst asked that everyone be open, speak up, and to 
bring up any concerns or questions so that they can be explained and answered while we have the 
experts in the room.  She stated It is really important to her as chair that we be a success and we 
are only going to be a success if can have really frank conversations.   If anyone feels that they 
don’t understand or their gut is telling them something is not right, please share that with the 
committee.  This is true of every meeting, but especially this project right now. 
 
Judge J Robert Leach stated a concern about understanding the change in the scope of the 
feasibility study. What happens if the feasibility study comes back and tells us that we should be 
doing something else entirely?  
 
Mr. Rich Johnson stated there is no doubt the scope of the project has increased significantly and 
there really isn’t any other way to look at it.  It went from a small calendar application to a big black 
box.  There is an increase in risk and time.  All of these things are red flags in my opinion.  We 
have something that went from a 6-8 month time frame to 5 years and a project estimate of 10 
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million to a cost of 20 million.  While we can’t ignore those facts, they have increased the risk and 
the potential for failure for the scope in general.  It also calls into question whether or not our data 
exchange strategy should be a focus.  It is easy to say it would be better if we had one system that 
does all the things we need and does calendaring as well, that is true, but if it takes twice as long 
and costs twice as much and the probability of success is cut in half then we have to weigh that 
against a different way to get the data to support a secondary application while we are still with 
SCOMIS. 
   
Mr. Jeff Hall responded stating the scope as it is today is a huge relief.  This is the scope we 
should have had from the beginning.  There are two reasons for that and they are the same today 
as they were six months ago which was – one: I had a belief and it started to be confirmed by Joe, 
that the systems available today that will provide the courts with the calendaring and the 
scheduling functionality in the market for courts includes the SCOMIS functionality and you can’t 
break the two apart and there are not stand alone court specific calendaring/scheduling systems 
out there to buy to put on top of SCOMIS.  The second piece is managing our overall IT portfolio 
and adding another system to our already complex portfolio is a big concern and our ability to 
maintain that.  Going from a situation where we are looking to add versus retire a legacy 
application and have just one application is from a portfolio perspective a very good thing. 
 
Mr. N.F. Jackson stated that we can’t presume nothing can be “decoupled”.  The feasibility 
comparables should include the question:  can this import data and if so what does the data 
exchange look like? 
 
Mr. William Holmes stated that SCOMIS doesn’t stand alone and there is an entry to SCOMIS that 
follows JIS business rules.  DISCIS is also related to the same rules as is JCS – in the discussion 
of SCOMIS functionality is that relationship being considered.  Ms. Kate Kruller responded, yes it is 
being considered.  
 
Ms. Yolande Williams asked for clarification on the $18-$21 million dollar cost estimate including 
the primary target of calendaring and scheduling as the first phase.  Ms. Kate Kruller clarified that it 
was not a phased approach but that all the functionality for the courts will be in parallel testing, 
using both systems at the same time until such a time is determined that the data is accurate and 
then everyone will be in the new system.  Ms. William asked – looking at the applications that have 
SCOMIS functionality are we still focused initially on our primary objective of calendaring and 
scheduling, and if so when we get to the point of a second phase or whatever you want to call it – 
the next question might be “if these applications have the capacity to support SCOMIS 
functionality” that would be a separate decision – not included in the current 18-21 million dollar 
cost estimate.  Mr. Joe Wheeler responded with – MTG was asked to look at the costs for superior 
courts, within all capabilities including SCOMIS, not just the acquisition but also the 
implementation.  Ms. Williams asked if the data exchange issue will be revisited.  Mr. Wheeler 
responded, that has to be considered given the way the interaction between systems works now.   
 
Mr. Jeff Hall clarified – there are two pieces to the data exchange that is happening.  There are 
AOC hosted system to system exchanges that have to be accounted for and that is a question of 
identity management and there is the generic data exchange capability we know all the courts 
need.  It doesn’t matter what system we buy, we are always going to need our new systems to 
exchange data with local systems. 
 
Justice Fairhurst summarized that we could decide that the whole thing is too much and that even 
if we buy the whole thing, we may only turn on two pieces of it because it can stand alone enough 
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to support our need.  We really can’t do the feasibility without looking at the larger picture because 
of the way the products are integrated in the market. 
 
Mr. Stew Menefee stated he is not comfortable with the term “SCOMIS functionality” and what that 
means.   
 
Mr. Jeff Hall responded that SCOMIS functionality are the things the clerks do in SCOMIS.  For 
example – the steps clerks take to file a case and process the paperwork from attorneys.   
 
Justice Fairhurst asked again, to take another pulse of the room - is there anyone who is unhappy 
or has discomfort with where the understanding is at this point. 
 
Judge Steve Rosen stated we had a discussion 6-8 months ago about data exchanges and then a 
month later we voted on whether we move forward with the idea of data exchanges or one system 
that works for everyone statewide.   I felt rushed and since then rethinking, not changing my mind 
necessarily, but we are moving forward with an idea of a feasibility study of a statewide system 
and I don’t know that we really gave credence or consideration to the data exchange idea and let 
local jurisdictions push and pull information to it.  I don’t know if that is part of the feasibility study 
or not, but I do have a concern that we have overlooked a possible solution that some of our local 
jurisdictions might like.   
 
Ms. Kate Kruller responded that data exchanges is a different project, other than knowing what we 
can interface with,  it is not in our mission in a feasibility to lay  out a data exchange statewide as 
part of the case management feasibility study project, we just have to know how to produce 
information. 
 
Judge Rosen finished with, as a policy we have to decide at some point and maybe we have, are 
we saying we want the same thing everywhere and we are going to push a COTS to every 
superior court or are we going to consider what was not a full look at --- should we say no we don’t 
what to do that – we should look at having a central database that counties can design their own 
system and others without resources can stay with link.  Judge Rosen stated he didn’t think we 
looked at it that well. 
 
Mr. N.F. Jackson commented that his understanding was that we would provide a baseline of 
services and local jurisdictions would hopefully be able to do what they needed to. 
 
Ms. Vonnie Diseth clarified that data exchanges are still a key critical aspect of what we are 
planning to go forward with.  Acknowledging the fact with the implementation or roll out that if we 
buy a COTS package -- the roll out is not going to be delivered to everyone at once.  It would be 
rolled out to different counties at different times over a period of five years.  The ability to have that 
data exchange in place so that people on the old system and people on the new system are able 
to talk to a centralized database is critical. 
 
Judge Rosen again voiced his personal concern about an option to just build data exchanges and 
let the state have the database and the local jurisdictions have individual applications which would 
mean we don’t need a statewide solution.  Judge Rosen stated that he lacked presentations and 
material on the options to drive an informed decision - and that personally it seemed a rushed 
decision.   
 
Justice Fairhurst wrapped up this discussion by stating that after hearing the next presentation on 
the superior court data exchange; let’s see how we are feeling.  As we come back to make a 
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decision, it’s possible to know that the option might be we don’t do anything.  Given what is out 
there, that may not be an option. 
 
Superior Court Data Exchange Project 
 
Mr. Bill Burke presented the updated project plan.  At the December JISC meeting AOC reported 
the original project was significantly behind schedule and over budget.  AOC proposed evaluating 
the near and long term solutions. 
 
At a meeting with Pierce County LINX team in December four initial Docketing services that would 
reduce the double data entry by 30% were identified along with how LINX will interface to the data 
exchange. Testing of the initial four Docketing services is being targeted in the March to June 2011 
time frame. 
 
Going forward under the new plan AOC would deploy a Data Exchange that could be used by all 
local superior courts.  By developing a web interface between SCOMIS and the local court 
systems, using industry standards and leveraging the existing project design work, software 
redesign is minimized, keeps us within budget and delivers a service sooner rather than later, 
while eliminating the double entry currently taking place. 
 
Justice Fairhurst asked referencing the 58 docketing services and 2 miscellaneous services – how 
many docketing services are there?  Mr. Burke replied he didn’t know for sure, this is a subset of 
all the services.  Justice Fairhurst clarified - this is not like a replace – this is a subset of services 
that allows LINX to go off and allows other if they want to, to use any or all of the 58 to use them, 
but doesn’t eliminate the other because there are more services available. 
 
Justice Fairhurst asked about the bullet that states “Defer Calendaring and Document Indexing” 
does this tie in with the SCOMIS functionality being reviewed for the SCMFS project?  Is 
information being gathered by the SCMFS team able to be utilized or accessed by the SCDX team 
at the point that this would be available in the future? 
 
Mr. Bill Burke responded – there are some docketing services that have a Calendaring component 
and some that have a Document Imaging component in the current SCOMIS Data Exchange 
project scope.  There are still business requirement issues that need to be resolved for those 
services and the project team is requesting these be removed from the project scope at this time.  
This will result in the removal of six services.   
 
Justice Fairhurst stated that she understands the request to have these 2 functions deferred, but 
followed up with the question; in looking at the “functionality of SCOMIS” is there any link between 
the SCDX project and the SCMFS that can be leveraged? 
 
Mr. Rich Johnson responded that this is not about SCOMIS per se, when the project was scoped 
initially it was a Superior Court Data Exchange and there were several local systems the superior 
courts were trying to support through data exchange, imaging is one that several jurisdictions have 
and we wanted to include that in the scope.  There are also people doing calendaring using CAPS 
and they are exchanging data between SCOMIS and CAPS.  The idea was to support these 
exchanges with proper technology the proper way.  How this relates to the effort we are 
undertaking with the feasibility study is that by setting this aside now, we will have a better 
opportunity to merge what we need to exchange between the Superior Court database and the 
new system.  It was decided to take it off the plate for now, while we are doing the feasibility study.  
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The information from the clerks and the other jurisdictions that have imaging, they are ok for now 
with the current technological method.   
 
Going back to Judge Rosen’s concern with regards to are we still in “a one size fits all 
environment”, theoretically once you have a superior court docketing exchange any Superior Court 
could come up on any docketing system they wanted to.   
 
 Mr. Bill Burke closed his presentation by asking the JISC to approve the revised project plan. 
 
Motion by Judge Wynne to approve the plan as presented, Second was made by Mr. Rich 
Johnson.  The motion passed unanimously by those in attendance.  The following members did 
not vote:  Judge Jim Heller, Mr. Marc Lampson, Judge Steve Rosen, Judge Michael Trickey, Ms. 
Yolande Williams, and Mr. N.F. Jackson. 
 
VRV – Vehicle Related Violations 
 
Mr. Mike Walsh presented the update on the on boarding schedule for the VRV project.  VRV and 
the Records Management System (RMS) are inter-dependant and rely on the support of multiple 
agencies through the Electronic Trip Information Processing (E-TRIP). Mr. Walsh is the project 
manager leading AOC’s participation on both the VRV and RMS projects. 


The RMS project was scheduled to go live on March 1, 2011.  After an approximate 30 day post 
implementation shake out period the VRV On-Boarding was scheduled as follows:  Group target 1 
(Issaquah, Kirkland, and Lakewood municipal courts)  was re-scheduled for April 2011.  Group 2 
(Fife, Tacoma, and Lynwood municipal courts) was re-scheduled for May 2011.  


RMS Project Status 


The RMS project is currently 30 days behind schedule moving the go live target date from March 1 
to April 1, 2011.   


Coding is complete for most agencies involved and the project is in the system integration testing 
phase. System integration testing requires the execution and verification of transactions that have 
many touch points and it has its’ challenges.  The E-Trip system integration testing needs the 
participation of many agencies (Traffic Safety Commission, State patrol, Licensing, Transportation, 
Everett Parking Enforcement, Issaquah PD, and Courts) and has been taking longer than 
anticipated.     


In addition, a release management process is being defined and implemented by DIS that may 
have an impact to the number of courts we can bring on board per month. 


VRV Project Status 


At this time, we expect another 1 or 2 month delay for the VRV On-Boarding project.  The project 
risks have been identified and escalated.  We are working with DIS and the other E-TRIP partners 
to mitigate the risk and review the project commitments.   


Work is being done to update the content on the VRV Data exchange portal 
(www.dx.courts.wa.gov) and these changes will be made in the next two to three weeks.  
 
Committee Reports 
  



http://www.dx.courts.wa.gov/
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Mr. Rich Johnson reported updates have already been given in the project reports.  We do have 
coming up the ITG request that came from the Data Management Steering Committee to Expand 
the Data Warehouse to add the accounting data. 
 
Judge Thomas Wynne reported on 3 issues coming from the Data Dissemination Committee. 
 


1. Data Dissemination (DD) Committee asks the JISC to adopt the AOC staff 
recommendation to resolve ITG #18 through utilizing existing business processes rather 
than through a technical solution.  The Committee recommends that Court Education 
Services provide education to District and Municipal Court Judges, District and Municipal 
Court clerical personnel, and County Clerks on existing processes to correct the defendant 
record when victims of identity theft have been named as defendants in criminal 
proceedings. The education should be provided successively for the next 2 years at 
conferences, and through such other possible means. 


  Motion: Barb Miner move to adopt recommendation by DD committee.  Second: Judge Wynne. 
  Motion approved by 11 votes. 


 
2. The Committee again discussed the display of probable cause information on the public 


website.  The Committee does not believe any solution is possible until uniform statewide 
business practices for displaying probable cause information at each level of court are 
developed and implemented.  The Committee recommends that workgroups be formed at 
each level of court to develop uniform business processes for displaying probable cause 
hearing information.  AOC should staff these workgroups, which should provide a report to 
the Data Dissemination Committee. 


 Motion:  Mr. William Holmes moved to adopt the recommendation by the DD committee.  Second:      
 Linda Bell. 
 
Ms. Barb Miner commented this is explanation is somewhat vague.  The different courts do this 
differently; it may be difficult to get everyone on the same page.   
 
Justice Fairhurst acknowledged this might be better achieved in a two step process and offered the 
following amendment to the motion: 


“Determine and assess all the business processes being used currently for displaying probable 
cause hearing and make a recommendation as to if we should develop uniform business 
processes”. This will give us an initial assessment to see if this is feasible.  Amendment 
accepted by motion and second. 


Vote:   motion passed with 11 yea votes, 0 nays, 6 
 


3. BJA requested the Data Dissemination Committee comment on SB 5019.   
 
 Motion: Mr. Jeff Hall moved the JISC committee adopt the Data Dissemination committee’s 
comments on SB 5019 endorsing the comments.  Second: Chief Berg.  
 
Mr. Jeff Hall stated this allows Ms. Mellani McAleenan as representative of the BJA to oppose this 
bill with the endorsement of the JISC. 
 
Judge J. Robert Leach raised the concern about judges on the committee voting on this issue as it 
advances a legal position that could cause recusal and recommended that the judges might 
abstain from the vote.    
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Vote: Justice Fairhurst – all those voting in favor of the motion: let the record reflect 11 voting 
member are present - 9 yea votes, no nay votes, 2 (Fairhurst/Leach) abstained, 6 members not in 
attendance to vote. 
 
JIS Baseline Service Level Workgroup 
* Moved to the end of the agenda if time allows for discussion. 
 
JIS Portfolio  
 
Ms. Vonnie Diseth provided the As-Is landscape as a tool for the ITG discussion. The purpose of 
the diagram is to depict ours customer and the applications they use.  In addition it shows the 
relationship with our databases and judicial customers. There was discussion on the accuracy of 
the diagram and it appeared that there were some interactions that were missing. Ms. Diseth said 
that AOC would revise the diagram and that if anyone has any feedback on what is missing please 
e-mail Bill Cogswell directly.  
 
Recommendation for JISC Scheduling Policy of ITG Decisions 
 
Mr. William Cogswell presented a recommendation for scheduling of JISC decisions on IT 
governance requests.  This presentation came out of the table top exercise that occurred back in 
October.  At that meeting, members completed an exercise that highlighted the lack of policy that 
sets aside a portion of resources for the smaller, delegated projects. 
 
The JISC currently does not have a set policy for scheduling the review of IT governance requests.  
Because requests over a certain size require a budget request to the Legislature, the JISC may 
wish to review large requests annually in concert with the legislative budget cycle.  Smaller 
requests could be reviewed more frequently.  Setting different decision schedules can allow for 
optimization of AOC resources for completing projects.   


Mr. Ramsey Radwan clarified, we have funding for this biennium, what we are talking about here 
are new requests.    


Mr. Jeff Hall explained we have two kinds of money in JIS, carry forward maintenance level, and 
project money, money given, subject to a budget proviso.  Our carry forward budget does not 
include any money for projects.  The current 12 million we have in project money was appropriated 
subject to a budget proviso; those funds can be used only for the purpose in which the legislature 
appropriated it and our authority to use those funds goes away at the end of the biennium.  The 
question is – do we want to go to the legislature on a carry forward level basis ask for a set amount 
of money in carry forward spending authority for projects, for us to decide how to spend.  The other 
approach is to go in with a decision package and ask for X $ for X “big thing” and we want X for 
projects.   


The money currently allocated for “Transformation” has been appropriated for a specific purpose 
and is subject to a budget proviso.   


At this point in the agenda, Justice Fairhurst asked Ms. Diseth her preference on what item to 
discuss next given the time constraint for the meeting. 


Ms. Vonnie Diseth replied – going through the requests and determining the priority is what we 
need to do.  What we are asking this committee to do is look at the requests and give your priority 
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as to what gives you the best business value.  Knowing what the priority is will allow AOC/ISD the 
ability to determine how to schedule the projects. 


The discussion on the policy for IT request review schedule will be carried over to the next 
meeting.  


Justice Fairhurst asked Kevin Ammons to walk us through the requests we can get through in the 
remaining time. 
 
Policy for Supreme and Appellate Court Requests  
  
*This agenda item was rescheduled for discussion at the special session meeting that has been 
schedule on February 18, 2011. 
 
ITG Status Report 
 
*This agenda item was rescheduled for discussion at the special session meeting that has been 
schedule on February 18, 2011. 
 
Prioritization Scheduling Overview 
 
*This agenda item was rescheduled for discussion at the special session meeting that has been 
schedule on February 18, 2011. 
 
ITG Requests 
 
Request numbers 13 and 45 were brought before the committee: 
 
#13 came from the Superior Court Level User Group – the group unanimously agreed not to 
advance the request and declined the request due to the significant amount of time and resources 
needed to complete it with little return on investment.  
 
Justice Fairhurst asked to have this request brought back to determine the process of how it gets 
returned to the workgroup.  So they understand what was and wasn’t resolved and why. 
 
#009 Add Accounting Data to the EDW – (this request does not have scoring). 
The solution shall provide accounting data in the data warehouse and create canned reports to 
provide the reporting capabilities specified in this request. 
 
*Mr. Jeff Hall stated – in the development of the governance process, users said “they did not want 
the scoring to go to the JISC”.     
 
**Justice Fairhurst asked to have the policy verified and communicated back at the next meeting. 
 
Motion: Mr. Rich Johnson move the JISC on the recommendation of the DMSC move this project 
forward, second:  Mr. Larry Barker, motion passed unanimously with 10 yeas.  Barb Miner has left 
the meeting and did not vote. 
 
#045 Appellate Electronic Filing – The appellate courts require a statewide enterprise document 
management system that interfaces with an appellate case management system to provide an 
integrated solution to support their business needs.   
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The proposal before the committee is to approve an internal feasibility study for looking at the 
market solutions available for the function.  Part of the research would determine if the system 
would integrate with ACORDS.   Once that is determined the request can come back for further 
consideration. 
 
Justice Fairhurst stated that she supports the overall concept, but she would recommend taking 
only the light green section of the cost summary as an initial decision to start on and then come 
back with the information gathered from that study and then the JISC can make a decision in favor 
of “option a or option b”, or a no decision. 
 
Motion:  Judge J. Leach, move to approve option A and move forward with the internal feasibility 
study.  Second, Mr. William Holmes, the motion passed unanimously with 10 votes. 
 
Justice Fairhurst suggested a special meeting on February 18 and during that meeting we finish 
the topic’s not covered today (agenda item 8) and finish approval of the other requests, and do the 
prioritization.  This meeting is to accomplish only the items that were left unfinished on today’s 
agenda.   
 
Next Meeting 
 
A special session meeting was called for February 18, to discuss agenda item number 8 – tabs 7, 
8 and 11-18 
 
The next regular meeting will be March 4, 2011, at the AOC SeaTac facility; from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 
p.m.  
 
There being no more time, the meeting was adjourned at 3:02 p.m. 
 
Action Items – From January 21st Meeting 
 
 
 


• More information on Service Catalog at next meeting. What it is and what is the value of 
doing it.   
Owner: Kumar Yajamanam 


• On the budget “green sheet” it says that we’ve expended 1.5 m of the 1.6 m for Superior 
Court Data Exchange. Vonnie said she would investigate this and report back.   
Owner: Vonnie Diseth 


• Superior Court Case Management - Updated Charter and FAQ available for next JISC 
meeting. 
Owner: Kate Kruller 


• A definition for what SCOMIS functionality means that is succinct and clear and how the 
“functionality” relates to other applications. 
Owner: Kate Kruller 


• We need to re-visit whether CLUG scores go up to the JISC. 
Owner: Kevin Ammons 
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Purpose 
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that Judicial Information System (JIS) information 
technology (IT) resource investments are aligned with business objectives, add value to the IT 
portfolio (see JIS Policy 2000 – P1), mitigate risk, and deliver projects and services in a cost-
effective manner. 
 
The Judicial Information System Committee (JISC) needs a consistent and structured process 
for its IT governing bodies, so it can: make effective IT investment decisions; process IT 
requests associated with projects, applications, and services; and address IT governance 
challenges.  The development and implementation of an ITG Framework for JIS applications 
and services will address this need.  
 
IT governance provides the framework by which IT investment decisions are made, 
communicated, and overseen.  IT governance focuses on the alignment of IT decisions with the 
overall organizational strategy and the delivery of the greatest value from those decisions.   


Authority  
RCW 2.68.010 gives the JISC the authority to “determine all matters pertaining to the delivery of 
services available from the judicial information system.”  JISC Rule 1 provides for AOC to 
operate the Judicial Information System (JIS) under the direction of the JISC and with the 
approval of the Supreme Court pursuant to RCW 2.56.   


Scope 
For purposes of this policy, “IT governance” is defined as a structure for the JIS governing 
bodies to classify requests and apply criteria and thresholds to deliver the most value for IT 
investment decisions.  IT governance includes, but is not limited to, policies, processes, tools, 
and templates to identify, evaluate, prioritize, and authorize IT requests, and to communicate 
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the status of those requests to the user communities affected.   IT governance applies to all 
persons, organizations, or agencies that operate, manage, or use the portfolio of IT products 
and services provided by AOC (see JIS Portfolio Management Policy 2000 – P1). 


Policy 
 
1. It is the policy of the Judicial Information System Committee that the AOC implement a set 


of IT governance standards and processes that are driven by the JIS Business Plan and IT 
strategy, and provide clear guidance, repeatable processes, and measurable outcomes.  
The standards must address: 


 
• Maximizing business value and benefit 
• Minimizing impact of potential risks 
• Providing a cost-benefit analysis and the best return on investment 
• Leveraging existing IT portfolio assets and technology expertise 
• Aligning with enterprise architecture and other technology-related standards 
• Aligning with the JIS Business Plan and IT Strategy 


 
2. The AOC shall implement an IT governance framework that is used to process all requests 


for IT investments.  The framework shall contain a workflow that includes five steps: 
 


• Initiate an incident or project request. 
• Endorse – Affirm that the request is reasonable and viable. 
• Analyze – Assess the request prior to review by recommending bodies. 
• Recommend – Filter and score against pre-defined criteria to create and integrate 


with a prioritized list of IT requests. 
• Schedule – Compare all recommended requests to determine the scheduling of 


action, subject to delegated authority, resource availability, and approved budget. 
 


3. The authority to initiate and endorse a request shall be vested in the court user community 
through the existing Endorsing Groups listed in Appendix A. 


 
4. The authority to recommend requests to the JISC for scheduling shall be vested in the court 


user community through the establishment of Court Level User Groups (see Appendix B) 
representing the constituencies listed in Appendix A. 


 
5. The Court Level User Groups shall adopt individual charters describing their composition, 


and rules of operation, provided that the charters adopted by the court level user groups 
shall state that requests may only be denied upon a unanimous vote of the membership and 
all other requests will move forward with either a unanimous or majority/minority 
recommendation for scheduling to the JISC. 


 
6. A copy of the -each Court Level User Group charters shall be provided to the JISC. 
   
7. The IT governance framework must meet these expectations: 
 


a) Governance processes align with the business priorities and strategic direction of the 
JISC and the AOC. 
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b) The IT governance process is as clear and simple as possible. 


c) The IT governance process supports the business needs of Washington courts. 
 
d) Decision makers and stakeholders understand their roles in the governance process 


and the roles of others. 
 
e) AOC takes ownership of the governance model and tools, and facilitates future 


reviews and improvements. 


f) Standards, policies, and procedures are created in collaboration with all affected 
stakeholder groups, based on acceptance of minimum AOC IT governance 
standards. 


 
g) A designated IT governance authority and governance structures establish priorities, 


manage key issues, and make decisions relating to the selection and management 
of requests, initiatives, and projects. 


 
h) Stakeholders, providers, and users participate in the development and adoption of 


the IT governance framework. 
 
i) AOC will provide staff support and management for initiatives, requests, or projects 


arising from stakeholder communities subject to delegated authority, resource 
availability, and approved budget. 


 
j) The JISC will prioritize requests so that AOC may schedule and manage requests, 


initiatives and projects subject to resource availability and approved budget.    
 
k) The JISC will promote stabilization of governance efforts by carefully considering 


impacts of reprioritization of projects on current work and resource efforts. Once an IT 
governance request is underway in a substantial way (charter approved, resources committed, 
deliverables being worked on), the project priority should not change, and the project work 
should be halted only under the most extreme circumstances, as determined by the JISC.  
Requests that have been prioritized by the JISC, but not started by AOC, can be reprioritized 
as necessary 


 
l) The governance bodies and other participants in the governance process operate in 


a clear and transparent way to promote trust in the process for managing requests 
and any resulting initiatives or projects. 


 
m) Participants are informed through each step of the process, equipping them with the 


appropriate information, tools, and resources needed to take each step. 
 
n) There is communication throughout the governance process to ensure greater 


visibility into the decision-making process. 


o) The range of participants and level of participation evolve over time as the IT 
governance framework is established. 
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8.  Delegated authority for the State Court Administrator and the AOC Chief Information Officer 
is shown in the IT Governance Delegation Matrix in Appendix C. The JISC may review, 
increase, decrease, or revoke any previous delegation regarding acquisition of IT resources. 
All acquisitions conducted under delegated authority must comply with JIS IT Governance 
Policy and the JISC IT Governance Standards. 


 
9.  The Administrator for the Courts and the AOC CIO shall report to JISC on all decisions made 


under the delegation matrix at each regularly scheduled JISC meeting. 
 
10. Decisions not to approve recommended requests by the State Court Administrator and the 


AOC CIO shall state the reasons for the denial and may be appealed to the JISC by the 
recommending court level user group. 


 
11. Each biennium, the JISC shall allocate portions of the total available budget for IT 


governance requests approved by the State Court Administrator and the AOC Chief 
Information Officer under the delegation matrix. 


 
12. The JISC shall take action on IT governance requests on an annual basis, scheduled to 


coincide with the legislative budget cycle, for projects that meet any of these criteria: 
 


a) Projected to last more than one year; or  
b) Estimated to cost over $500,000; or 
c) Introducing a new service outside the AOC Baseline Services, as adopted by the JISC. 


 
13. The JISC shall take action on IT governance requests that do not meet any of the criteria 


listed in paragraph 12 at every other regularly scheduled meeting. 
 
14. The JISC may review IT governance requests of an emergency nature or that are mandated 


by the Legislature on a more frequent basis. 
 
15. Once an IT governance request is underway in a substantial way (charter approved, 


resources committed, deliverables being worked on), the project priority hould not change, 
and the project work should be halted only under the most extreme circumstances, as 
determined by the JISC.  Requests that have been prioritized by the JISC, but not started by 
AOC, can be reprioritized as necessary. 


 


Maintenance 
The governance framework will be allowed to operate without changes for one year.  The AOC, 
in collaboration with participants and stakeholders, will review its IT Governance standards and 
framework at least annually and make appropriate updates after any significant changes in its 
business or technology environment.  Major policy changes will require the approval of the 
JISC. 
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Appendix A: Endorsing Groups 
 


1. Court of Appeals Executive Committee 
2. Appellate Judges and Clerks 
3. Superior Court Judges’ Association 
4. Washington Association of County Clerks 
5. Association of Washington Superior Court Administrators 
6. District and Municipal Court Judges’ Association 
7. District and Municipal Court Managers’ Association 
8. Misdemeanant Corrections Association 
9. SCJA Family and Juvenile Law Committee 
10. Washington Association of Juvenile Court Administrators 
11. JISC Data Dissemination Committee 
12. JISC Data Management Steering Committee 
13. JISC Codes Committee 
14. State Court Administrator – Endorses for other stakeholder communities 


 


Appendix B: Court Level User Groups 
 


1. Appellate Court Level User Group 
2. Superior Court Level User Group 
3. Courts of Limited Jurisdiction Level User Group 
4. Multiple Court Level User Group 
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Appendix C: JIS Delegation Matrix  
 


 


As Required Weekly Bi-Weekly


$5,000 Authorize Inform


$10,000 Authorize Inform


< $25,000 Gate Gate Authorize


$10,000 Authorize Inform


$25,000 Request Staff Authorize Inform


< $50,000 Gate Gate Authorize


$50,000 Authorize Inform


$100,000 Authorize Inform


< $250,000 Gate Gate Authorize


As Required Weekly Bi-Weekly


$25,000 Authorize Inform


$50,000 Authorize


 Beyond  Gate


$50,000 Authorize Inform


$100,000 Request Staff Gate Authorize


 Beyond  Gate


$100,000 Authorize Inform


$250,000 Authorize


 Beyond  Gate


JIS Delegation Matrix


 Incident Classifications
 Primarily driven by support requests; Preplanned operational  activity occurs outside of the matrix


  Project Classifications 


Application ‐ operational problems  such as workflow, 
business  processes, or documentation


Stakeholder
Community


Gate


Ongoing


Court / 
Supervisor


AOC
Staff


ISD
Manager


Standing or
Ad Hoc


Committees
AOC
CIO


AOC
Administrator


Replacement ‐ removing applications  or functions  
currently provided that are to be materially changed or 
retired, requiring extensive planning and 
communication


Maintenance ‐ changes  to existing applications  that are 
mandatory, legislated or critical or have very narrow or 
limited impact, such as table and cosmetic changes


Infrastructure ‐ assistance with non‐business problems 
such as network issues, password or report locking, 
access to tools


Not‐to‐Exceed 
Cost 


(includes 
AOC hours)


Primarily driven by the gated stack‐ranked requests  and projects  named by JIS IT Governance


Stakeholder
Community


Gate


Gate


Gate


Gate


Gate


Standing or
Ad Hoc


Committees
ISD


Manager
AOC
Staff


Court / 
Supervisor


AOC
Administrator


AOC
CIOProject Classification Description


Incident Classification Description


Not‐to‐Exceed 
Cost 


(includes 
AOC hours)


Endorse
(may engage  
with Staff) 


Endorse
(may engage  
with Staff) 


Ongoing


Enhancement ‐ existing applications that are to be 
changed in a  limited manner that do not require 
extensive planning and communication


New ‐ applications or functions  not currently provided
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IT Governance Update 
 
The first governance requests that have flowed completely through the governance process and 
that fall under the delegated authority of Jeff Hall and Vonnie Diseth have been authorized to 
proceed.  There are now eight JIS projects that are authorized or in-progress, plus one non-JIS 
project that has been approved under AOC’s governance process. 


The chart below demonstrates the volume of requests currently in the IT Governance 
process for Sep 10 – Jan 11. 
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ITG Request Status


Sep‐10 Oct‐10 Nov‐10 Dec‐10 Jan‐11


Scheduled JIS IT Requests 
 


Request ID: 002 – Superior Court Case Management System Feasibility Study  
Description: Conduct feasibility study to examine COTS caseflow and calendaring 
systems, plus LINX, to support acquisition of a system for the state’s Superior Courts.  
CLUG: Superior Court (pilot) | Authorized By: JISC  
Schedule:  Nov 1, 2010 – Jun 30, 2011 
 
Request ID: 012 – Adult Risk Assessment Feasibility Study  
Description: Examine the feasibility of using the STRONG assessment tool from 
Assessments.com for Superior Courts and CLJs. 
CLUG: Multi-level| Authorized By: CIO  
Schedule:  Nov 15, 2010 – Jan 31, 2011 
 
 
 
 







Request ID: 019 – Display Judgments (Case Type 9) as Part of Original Case  
Description: Change the way SCOMIS case types 9s (judgments) are displayed on 
public case search by making these cases appear as a link under the original case. This 
was part of the Public Case Search Workgroup report adopted by the JISC.  
CLUG: Superior Court | Authorized By: CIO  
Schedule:  Dec 1, 2010 – Jan 31, 2011 
Revised End Date:  Feb 16, 2011 


 
Request ID: 022 – Total on CAR Screen When it Echoes Back  
Description: Changes the behavior of the Create Accounts Receivable screen in JIS.  
CLUG: Multi-level | Authorized By: CIO 
Schedule:  Dec 16, 2010 – Feb 11, 2011 
Revised End Date:  Feb 22, 2011 


 
Request ID: 023 – For TPSC to Make a Docket Entry  
Description: Changes JIS so that more details of Time Pay agreements are recorded 
on the docket.  
CLUG: CLJ | Authorized By: CIO 
Schedule:  Jan 5 – Mar 31, 2011 
 
Request ID: 033 – Auto Fill Date for BDK Screen  
Description: Reduces the number of times dates have to be entered on the Batch 
Docket screen in JIS.  
CLUG: CLJ | Authorized By: CIO 
Schedule:  Dec 20, 2010 – Mar 31, 2011 
 
Request ID: 050 – JRS Windows 7 Compatibility Upgrade 
Description: Upgrade JRS so that it can be used on PCs with the Windows 7 operating 
system.  
CLUG: Multi-level | Authorized By: Administrator 
Schedule:  Dec 16, 2010 – Feb 11, 2011 


 
Authorized JIS IT Requests Pending Scheduling 
 


Request ID: 036 – Accounts Payable Put On Hold Make a Docket Entry 
Description: Change JIS so that a docket entry is automatically made when an 
accounts payable is put on hold.  
CLUG: CLJ | Authorized By: CIO 
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Information Services Division Project Allocation & Expenditure Update


Initiatives   JIS Transition ALLOCATED EXPENDED OBLIGATED VARIANCE
Organizational Change Management Phase 1
Develop Organizational Change Strategy $700 $626 $0 $74
Implement New Organization Structure $136,000 $136,000 $0 $0
Organizational Change Management Phase 1-Subtotal $136,700 $136,626 $0 $74
Capability Improvement Phase I
Implement Change Management and Communications $595,000 $410,000 $0 $185,000
Implement IT Governance $922,100 $922,088 $0 $12
Implement Project Management Office (PMO) $959,000 $531,000 $149,000 $279,000
Implement IT Portfolio Management (ITPM) $950,000 $645,500 $62,548 $241,952
Capability Improvement Phase I-Subtotal $3,426,100 $2,508,588 $211,548 $705,964


Capability Improvement Phase II
Implement Enterprise Architecture Management $92,500 $92,200 $0 $300
Implement Solution Management $0 $0 $0 $0
Implement Relationship Management $0 $0 $0 $0
Implement IT Service Management-Change, Configure, Release $225,000 $0 $0 $225,000
Capability Improvement Phase II-Subtotal $317,500 $92,200 $0 $225,300


Capability Improvement Phase III
Establish Vendor Management $100,000 $0 $100,000 $0
Mature Application Development Capability $200,000 $0 $200,000 $0
Establish Enterprise Security $200,000 $0 $200,000 $0
Capability Improvement Phase III-Subtotal $500,000 $0 $500,000 $0


Capability Improvement Phase IV
Implement IT Service Management-Incident, Problem, Service $550,000 $20,000 $53,383 $476,617
Implement Financial Management Reporting $85,000 $45,000 $40,000 $0
Capability Improvement Phase IV-Subtotal $635,000 $65,000 $93,383 $476,617


Capability Improvement Phase V $0


Administrative Office of the Courts


EXPENDITURES AND OBLIGATIONS THROUGH JANUARY 31, 2011


Master Data Management
Develop Data Governance Model $95,000 $20,000 $75,000 $0
Implement Data Quality Program $310,000 $30,000 $70,000 $210,000
Develop Unified Data Model $298,000 $0 $0 $298,000
Implement MDM Tool $900,000 $0 $150,000 $750,000
Master Data Management-Subtotal $1,603,000 $50,000 $295,000 $1,258,000


Migrate Data Exchanges $0


Migrate Web Sites $0


JIS Applications Refresh
Conduct Feasibility Study and Transition Planning $525,700 $466 $135,000 $390,234
JIS Applications Refresh-Subtotal $525,700 $466 $135,000 $390,234
Organization Change Management Phase II
Change Management in Support of JIS $320,000 $0 $0 $320,000
Organization Change Management Phase II-Subtotal $320,000 $0 $0 $320,000


Ongoing Activities
Natural To COBOL Conversion $550,000 $31,850 $0 $518,150
SCOMIS DX $1,600,000 $600,657 $84,422 $914,921
E-Ticketing stabilization $0 $0 $0 $0
Non-allocated Projects $0 $0 $0 $0
Ongoing Activities-Subtotal $2,150,000 $632,507 $84,422 $1,433,071


Equipment Replacement
Equipment Replacement - External $2,700,000 $2,289,054 $23,156 $387,790
Equipment Replacement - Internal $300,000 $176,596 $0 $123,404
Equipment Replacement-Subtotal $3,000,000 $2,465,650 $23,156 $511,194
TOTAL $12,614,000 $5,951,037 $1,342,509 $5,320,454


Prepared by AOC February 18, 2011
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Board for Judicial Administration 
2011 Legislative Session 


POSITIONS Taken at and before 02/22/2011 Conference Call  
 


 strike  =indicates Dead Bill 
Note that in some instances one bill might be dead, while the companion is still alive.  (i.e. 1245/5630).  


Bill Description Date Position 
 


 SHB 1001 
 


Pro se defendant/sex offense 
Placing restrictions on pro se defendants when 
questioning witnesses. 
S Judiciary - Leg Link 


 


  Watch   02/14/2011 


  Under Review   02/07/2011 


  ------   01/31/2011 
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 HB 1001 
 


Pro se defendant/sex offense 
Placing restrictions on pro se defendants when 
questioning witnesses. 
H subst for - Leg Link 


 


  01/24/2011  Under Review  


  01/18/2011  Under Review  


  01/12/2011  Under Review  


  01/10/2011  ------  


 


 HB 1030 
 


Felons' voting rights 
Requiring felons to pay court-ordered financial 
obligations before restoration of voting rights. 
H SGTribalAff - Leg Link 


 


 01/25/2011   Watch  


 01/24/2011   ------  


 01/18/2011   No Position  


 01/18/2011   ------  


 


 HB 1034 
(5025) 


 


Inmate public record request 
Concerning making requests by or on behalf of an 
inmate under the public records act ineligible for 
penalties. 
H SGTribalAff - Leg Link 


 


 01/18/2011   ------  


 01/18/2011   No Position  


 01/12/2011   Under Review  


 01/10/2011   ------  


 


 SHB 1053 
 


Guardianship task force 
Implementing recommendations from the Washington 
state bar association elder law section's executive 
committee report of the guardianship task force. 
H APPGDPS - Leg Link 


 


 02/14/2011   Oppose  


 


 HB 1115 
 


State officials' salaries 
Authorizing immediate salary reductions for state 
officials when there is a general salary reduction for 
state employees. 
H SGTribalAff - Leg Link 


 


 01/24/2011   Concerns  


 01/18/2011   ------  


 01/18/2011   Concerns  


 


 HB 1126 
 


Criminal street gangs 
Concerning criminal street gangs. 
H Pub Safety - Leg Link 


 


 02/15/2011   Oppose  


 


 HB 1153 
 


DNA sample collection costs 
Concerning costs for the collection of DNA samples.
H Rules R - Leg Link 


 


 01/18/2011   Support  


  01/18/2011  ------  


  


 



http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1001

http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1001

http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1030

http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1034

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/summary.aspx?bill=1053&year=2011

http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1115

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/summary.aspx?bill=1126&year=2011

http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1153





 HB 1159 Crime victims' rights 
Addressing the rights of crime victims. 
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H Judiciary - Leg Link 


 01/18/2011   Oppose  


 01/18/2011   Oppose  


  


 HB 1194 Bail for felony offenses 
Continuing to determine bail for the release of a 
person arrested and detained for a felony offense on 
an individualized basis by a judicial officer. 
H Rules R - Leg Link 


 


 01/18/2011   Under Review  


 01/18/2011   ------  


 


 HB 1201 
 


Retirement age for judges 
Eliminating the mandatory retirement age for judges.
H Judiciary - Leg Link 


 


 01/21/2011   Support  


 01/18/2011   Under Review  


 01/18/2011   ------  


 


 HB 1206 
 


 


Criminal justice participants 
Making harassment against criminal justice 
participants a crime under certain circumstances. 
H APPGDP2S - Leg Link 


 01/18/2011   ------  


 01/18/2011   No Position  


 


 HB 1235 
 


Nonconviction records 
Concerning the privacy of nonconviction records.
H Pub Safety - Leg Link 


 


 01/24/2011   Oppose  


 


 HB 1236 
(5170) 


 


Judges in Grant county 
Increasing the number of judges to be elected in 
Grant county. 
H 2nd Reading - Leg Link 


 


 01/18/2011   Sponsor  


 


 HB 1245 
(5630) 


 


Municipal court judges 
Changing the election and appointment provisions for 
municipal court judges. 
H Judiciary - Leg Link 


 


 02/14/2011   ------  


 01/26/2011   Sponsor  


 


 HB 1276 
(5533) 


 


Legal financial obligations 
Addressing court-ordered legal financial obligations 
collected by the county clerks. 
H Judiciary - Leg Link 


 


 01/29/2011   Oppose  


 01/26/2011   Oppose  


 01/18/2011   Under Review  


 01/18/2011   ------ 
 


 


 HB 1664 
 


State supreme court 
Transferring all mandatory, regulatory, licensing, and 
disciplinary functions of the Washington state bar 
association to the Washington state supreme court. 
H Judiciary - Leg Link 


 


 02/14/2011   Oppose  


 02/07/2011   Under Review  


 01/31/2011   ------  


 01/29/2011   ------  


 


 SHB 1793 
 


 


Access to juvenile records 
Restricting access to juvenile records.
H APPGDPS - Leg Link 


 02/22/2011   No Position  


 


 HB 1793 
 


Access to juvenile records 
Restricting access to juvenile records.
H APPGDPS - Leg Link 


 


 02/07/2011   No Position  


 


 HB 1794 
(5046) 


 


Assault/court-related empl. 
Adding court-related employees to the assault in the 
third degree statute. 


 


H Rules R - Leg Link 


  02/01/2011  Sponsor  



http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1159

http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1194

http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1201

http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1206

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/summary.aspx?bill=1235&year=2011

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/summary.aspx?bill=1236&year=2011

http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1245

http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1276

http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo1/dspBillSummary.cfm?billnumber=1664

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/summary.aspx?bill=1793&year=2011

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/summary.aspx?bill=1793&year=2011





  


Supreme court 
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 HB 1898 campaigns 
Establishing a public funding program for supreme 
court campaigns. 
H SGTribalAff - Leg Link 


 


  Oppose   02/14/2011 


 


Judges' free s
 


 


 HB 1945 pee h rightsc  
Affirming the constitutional free speech rights of 
judges and judicial candidates. 
H Judiciary - Leg Link 


  Watch   02/14/2011 


 


State officials' salaries 
Amending the Constitut


 


 


 HJR 4201 
ion to authorize immediate 


salary reductions for state offici


  Concerns   01/24/2011 


als when there is a 
general salary reduction for state employees. 
H SGTribalAff - Leg Link 


 01/18/2011   ------  


 01/18/2011  s   Concern


  


 HJR 4203 Retirement age for judges 
(8204) Eliminating the mandatory retirement age for judges.


H Judiciary - Leg Link 


 


 01/21/2011   Support  


 01/18/2011   Under Review  


 01/18/2011   Under Review  


 01/18/2011   ------  


  


 HJR 4204 Salary reductions/o
(8209) 


fficials 
Amending the Constitution to allow salary reductions 


 for public officials during an economic crisis.
H SGTribalAff - Leg Link 


 


 01/24/2011   Concerns  


 01/21/2011   Concerns  


 01/18/2011   Concerns  


  


 HJR 4216 State supreme court 
Requiring that all mandatory, regulatory, licensing, 
and disciplinary functions regarding the practice of 
law and administration of justice reside exclusively in 
the supreme court. 
H Judiciary - Leg Link 


 


 02/14/2011   Oppose  


  02/07/2011  Under Review  


  01/31/2011  ------  


 01/29/2011   ------  
 
 


 


 SB 5007 
 


Criminal justice agencies 
Making an exemption regarding the public inspection 
and copying of voter registration information of 
criminal justice agency employees or workers. 
S GovtOp & Elect - Leg Link 


 


  S 01/12/2011 upport  


 01/10/2011   ------  


 


 SB 5010 
 


Supreme court campaigns 
Concerning public funding for supreme court 
campaigns. 
S GovtOp & Elect - Leg Link 


 


  Oppose   01/26/2011 


 01/12/2011   Oppose  


 01/10/2011   ------  


  


 SB 5014 Pro se defendants & victims 
Placing restrictions on pro se defendants when 
questioning witnesses. 
S Judiciary - Leg Link 


 


 01/12/2011   Under Review  


 01/10/2011   ------  


  


 SSB 5019 Nonconviction records 
Concerning the privacy of nonconviction records.
S Ways & Means - Leg Link 


 


 02/22/2011     Oppose
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 SB 5019 Nonconviction records 
Concerning the privacy of nonconviction records.
S Ways & Means - Leg Link 


  Oppose   01/24/2011 


 01/12/2011   Concerns  


 01/10/2011   ------  


  


 SB 5024 Correctional inmate claims 
Placing restrictions on legal claims initiated by persons 
serving criminal sentences in correctional facilities. 
S Rules 2 - Leg Link 


 


 01/12/2011   Concerns  


  01/10/2011  ------  


 


Inmate public record request 
Concerning making 


 


 SB 5025 
(1034) requests by or on behalf of an 


inmate under the public records act ineligible for 
penalties. 
S Rules 2 - Leg Link 


 


  01/18/2011  ------  


 01/18/2011   No Position  


  01/12/2011  Under Review  


  01/10/2011  ------  


  


 SB 5046 Assault/court-related empl. 
(1794) Adding court-related employees to the assault in the 


third degree statute. 
S Rules 2G - Leg Link 


 


 02/01/2011   Sponsor  


 01/12/2011   Sponsor  


  


Bail and pretrial  SSB 5056 release 
Concerning bail and pretrial release practices.


 


 02/22/2011  


S Ways & Means - Leg Link 


 Support  


 02/14/2011   Support  


 


Govt officials' compe
 


 SB 5126 nsation 
Concerning compensation adjustments for 
government officials. 
S Ways & Means - Leg Link 


 


 01/24/2011   Concerns  


 


Retirement age f
 


 SB 5147 or judges 
Removing the mandatory retirement age for judges.
S Judiciary - Leg Link 


 


  Support   01/21/2011 


 01/18/2011   Under Review  


 01/18/2011   ------  


 


 SB 5170 
(1236) 


 


Judges in Grant county 
Increasing the number of judges to be elected in 
Grant county. 
H Judiciary - Leg Link 


 


 01/18/2011   Sponsor  


 


Driving w/ 
 


 SB 5195 suspended license 
Requiring information to be filed by the prosecuting 
attorney for certain violations under driving while 
license is suspended or revoked provisions. 
S subst for - Leg Link 


 


  No Position   01/18/2011 


 


 


 SB 5533 
(1276) 


 


Legal financial obligations 
Addressing court-ordered legal financial obligations 
collected by the county clerks. 
S HumServ/Corr - Leg Link 


  Oppose   01/29/2011 


 


Juvenile records 
Regulating dissemination of


 


 


 SSB 5558 
 juvenile records by 


consumer reporting agencies. 
S Rules 2 - Leg Link 


  Oppose   02/22/2011 


 


 


 SB 5558 
 


Juvenile records   No Position   02/07/2011 
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Regulating dissemination of juvenile records by 
consumer reporting agencies. 
S Rules 2 - Leg Link 


 02/01/2011    Refer to Com. 


 


 SB 5597 
 


Terminating parental rights 
Providing for an automatic stay of any order 
terminating parental rights. 
S Rules 2 - Leg Link 


 


  Oppose   02/22/2011 


 


 SB 5630 
(1245) 


 


Municipal court
 


 judges 
Changing the election and appointment provisions for 
municipal court judges. 
S Rules 2 - Leg Link 


  ------   02/14/2011 


 


 


 SB 5668 
 


Public agency attorney dues 
Waiving Washington state bar association dues for 
public agency attorneys. 
S Judiciary - Leg Link 


  Oppose   02/14/2011 


 


 


 SSB 5740 
 


Predatory guardianships 
Preventing predatory guardianships of incapacitated 
adults. 
S Rules 2 - Leg Link 


  No Position   02/22/2011 


 


 


 SB 5740 
 


Predatory guardianships 
Preventing predatory guardianships of incapacitated 
adults. 
S Rules 2 - Leg Link 


  Oppose   02/15/2011 


 


 


 SB 5823 
 


Court income 
Concerning the disposition and collection of court 
income. 
S Judiciary - Leg Link 


  Sponsor   02/22/2011 


 


 SB 5826 
 


Prospective tenants 
Concerning the screening of prospective tenants.
S FI/Hous/Ins - Leg Link 


 


  02/22/2011  Under Review  


 


 


 SJR 8200 
 


Retirement of judges 
Amending the Washington state Constitution so that 


  Support   01/21/2011 


judges may retire at the expiration of his or her term 
of office after attaining the mandatory retirement age. 
S Judiciary - Leg Link 


 01/18/2011   Support  


 


 SJR 8202 
 


Public officials' salaries 
Authorizing the reduction of public officials' salaries.
S Ways & Means - Leg Link 


 


 01/   Concerns  24/2011 


 01/18/2011   Concerns  


  ------   01/18/2011 


 


 


 SJR 8203 
 


Public officials' salaries 
Amending the Constitution to allow for public official 
salary reductions. 


  Concerns   01/24/2011 


S Ways & Means - Leg Link 
  01/18/2011  Concerns  


 01/18/2011   ------  


 


 SJR 8204 
 (4203)


 


Retirement age for judges 
Eliminating the mandatory retirement age for judges.
S Judiciary - Leg Link 


 


  Support   01/21/2011 


 01/18/2011   Under Review  


 01/18/2011   ------  


 


 


 SJR 8209 
(4204) 


 


Salary reductions/officials 
Amending the Constitution to allow salary reductions 
for public officials during an economic crisis. 


  Concerns   01/24/2011 


S Ways & Means - Leg Link 
 01/21/2011   Concerns  
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Background 
 
In 2008, the Judicial Information System Committee (JISC) directed the Administrative Office of the Courts 


(AOC) to modernize and integrate the Judicial Information System. For the 2009-2011 biennium, the 


Legislature approved funds to fulfill that direction.   The budget proviso stipulated that a portion of those funds 


was for the development of a comprehensive Information Technology (IT) strategy and detailed business and 


operational plan.  This strategy included the development of a fully operational Project Management Office 


(PMO), the implementation of IT Governance, the establishment of an Enterprise Architecture (EA) Program, 


the implementation of a Master Data Management (MDM) solution, and a focus on Data Exchanges.  


 


To plan the modernize-and-integrate strategy, AOC contracted with two industry leaders, Ernst & Young and 


Sierra Systems.  The firms performed analysis of the current business problems, the organization‟s capability 


and maturity to successfully implement the modernization and integration strategy, and planned a detailed IT 


strategy to guide the modernization over the next several years.  


 


Upon the completion of an IT strategy and business plan, AOC‟s Information Services Division (ISD) began 


implementation of a multi-year operational plan with the launch of five transformation initiatives in September 


2009: Project Management Office (PMO), IT Portfolio Management (ITPM), Enterprise Architecture 


Management (EAM), Information Technology Governance (ITG), and Organizational Change Management 


(OCM).  


 


In addition to the transformation initiatives, AOC ISD continues to work on other approved priorities including 


data exchanges, e-ticketing stabilization, equipment replacement, disaster recovery and on-going maintenance 


and operations of legacy systems.    
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JIS Transformation Plan Overview   
 
December 2010 
 
 
  
 


JIS Transformation Initiatives Status 


 


CY09 
Q3 


CY09 
Q4 


CY10 
Q1 


CY10 
Q2 


CY10 
Q3 


CY10 
Q4 


CY11 
Q1 


CY11 
Q2 


CY11 
Q3 


CY11 
Q4 


1. 0 Organizational Change Management -  Phase I 


1.1 Develop Organizational Change Strategy  
Planned           
Actual           


1.2 Implement New Organization Structure  
Planned           
Actual           


2.0 Capability Improvement – Phase I 


2.1 Implement Change Management & 
Communications 


 
Planned           


Actual           


 2.2 Implement IT Governance (ITG)  
Planned           


Actual           


2.3 Implement Project Management Office 
(PMO) 


 
Planned           
Actual           


2.4 Implement IT Portfolio Management  
Planned           
Actual           


3.0 Capability Improvement – Phase II 
3.1 Implement Enterprise Architecture 
Management 


 
Planned           
Actual           


3.2 Implement Solution Management  
Planned           
Actual           


3.3 Implement Relationship Management  
Planned           
Actual           


3.4 Implement IT Service Management – 
change, configure, release 


 
Planned           
Actual           


4.0 Capability Improvement – Phase III 


4.1 Establish Vendor Management  
Planned           
Actual           


4.2 Mature Application Development 
Capability 


 
Planned           
Actual           


4.3 Establish Enterprise Security  
Planned           
Actual           


5.0 Capability Improvement – Phase IV 


5.1 Implement IT Service Management – 
Service Catalog, Incident, Problem 


 
Planned           
Actual           


5.2 Implement Performance Reporting 
(formally Financial Management Reporting) 


 
Planned           
Actual           


6.0 Capability Improvement – Phase V 


6.1 Establish Custom Development 
Capabilities 


 
Planned           
Actual           


7.0 Master Data Management 


7.1 Develop Data Governance Model  
Planned           
Actual           


7.2 Implement Data Quality Program  
Planned           
Actual           


  


Original Roadmap per IT Strategy June 19 - 2009 


Revised 


STATUS KEY            = active/on track          =  Changes w/ Moderate impact         = Significant rework/risk       = Not active    = Completed 


Actual 
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Initiatives JIS Transformation 


Status 


 
CY09 


Q3 
CY09 


Q4 
CY10 


Q1 
CY10 


Q2 
CY10 


Q3 
CY10 


Q4 
CY11 


Q1 
CY11 


Q2 
CY11 


Q3 
CY11 


Q4 


7.3 Develop Unified Data Model  
 
Planned 


          


Actual           


7.4 Implement MDM Tool  
Planned           
Actual           


7.5 Optimize Data Warehouse  
Planned           
Actual           


8.0 Migrate Data Exchanges 


8.1 Develop Migration Strategy  
Planned           
Actual           


8. 2 Develop File Based Exchanges  
Planned           
Actual           


8.3 Develop Transactional Transfers  
Planned           
Actual           


8.4 Migrate Exchanges Including JIS Link  
Planned           
Actual           


9.0 Migrate Web Sites 


9.1 Develop Migration Strategy  
Planned           
Actual           


9.2 Redirect Web Application Data Sources  
Planned           
Actual           


10.0 JIS Application Refresh 


10.1  Superior Court Case Management 
Feasibility Study 


 
Planned           
Actual           


10.2 Purchase, Configure and Deploy 
Superior Court Case Management 


 
Planned           
Actual           


11.0 Organization Change Management – Phase II 


11.1 Change Management in Support of JIS  
Planned           
Actual           


12.0 Other Projects & Activities 


12.1 Natural to COBOL Conversion  
Planned           
Actual           


12.2 Superior Court Data Exchange  
Planned           
Actual           


12.3 E-ticketing stabilization  
Planned           
Actual           


12.5 Conduct Market Study – Superior Courts  
Planned           
Actual           


12.6 Conduct Feasibility Study – Road to Toll 
Support 


 
Planned           
Actual           


12.8 Equipment Replacement – External  
Planned           
Actual           


12.8 Equipment Replacement – Internal  
Planned           
Actual           


Original Roadmap per IT Strategy June 19 - 2009 


Actual 


Revised 


STATUS KEY            = active/on track          =  Changes w/ Moderate impact         = Significant rework/risk       = Not active    = Completed 
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Initiatives JIS Transformation 


Status 


 
CY09 


Q3 
CY09 


Q4 
CY10 


Q1 
CY10 


Q2 
CY10 


Q3 
CY10 


Q4 
CY11 


Q1 
CY11 


Q2 
CY11 


Q3 
CY11 


Q4 


Other Projects and Activities 


ISD – Feasibility Workgroup – Superior Court 
Adult Risk Assessment  


 Planned           


Actual           


ISD- Records Management (RMS)  
Planned           
Actual           


ISD-Knowledge Management  
Planned           
Actual           


ISD-Capability & Maturity Model  
Planned           
Actual           


ISD-Compliance Monitoring  
Planned           
Actual           


ISD-Clarity Implementation  
Planned           
Actual           


Vehicle Related  Violations (VRV)  


Planned           
Actual           


ISD – Software Quality Assurance (SQA)  
Planned           
Actual           


STATUS KEY            = active/on track          =  Changes w/ Moderate impact         = Significant rework/risk       = Not active    = Completed 


Original Roadmap per IT Strategy June 19 - 2009 


Actual 


Revised 
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Summary of Activities  
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Major Changes Since Last Report  
 
This section provides a quick summary of initiatives or projects that have begun or been completed during the 
reporting period. This section also highlights any major changes to the status of an initiative, project, or ISD 
operational area or staffing that impacts the work, timeline, or budget.   


 


Initiatives or Projects Started   


 None during this reporting period 


 
Initiatives or Projects Completed 


 Initiative 2.4 Implement Portfolio Management  


 Initiative 5.2 Implement Performance Reporting 


 E-Ticketing Stabilization Project 


Status Changes 
 Approved Project: Superior Court Data Exchange Revision: The project has moved to a 


“red” status because it is at a major crossroads. The Data Management Steering Committee 
continues to work with AOC to identify how best to proceed with the project and will present 
a “re-plan” of the project for JISC approval on January 21st, 2011.  . 


 


Staffing Changes in ISD 
 Jim Campbell, from Infrastructure Services retired from State Service. 


 
 


Staff Recognitions 
 Denise Dzuck was thanked and recognized for the great administrative support that she 


provides to the various Project Managers and their projects.  Her assistance is excellent and 
makes a positive difference in their ability to move the projects forward. 


 AOC Customer Services recognized the good work done by Paramjeet Basi in the Java 
group for his monitoring of the Sector application and for keeping Customer Services 
informed of outages.  


 Before leaving AOC, Deven Zipp recognized Tom Sampson, Lori Murphy, Eric Kruger, 
Sriram Jayarama, Robin Trail, Heather Morford, Elia Zeller, Tim Anderson, and Elaine 
Evans for their unique contributions and outstanding work on the Superior Court 
Management Feasibility Study (SCMFS). 


 The IT Portfolio Management Core Project Team was thanked and recognized for their 


contributions and support of that initiative. The team includes Vonnie Diseth, Bill Cogswell, 


Jody Graham, Kumar Yajamanam, Jennifer Creighton, Dennis Longnecker, Kevin 


Ammons, Kathy Wyer and Craig Wilson.   
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IT Governance Update  


 
 
IT requests continue to come into the governance process.  There are now eight JIS project that are authorized or in-
progress, plus one non-JIS project that has been approved under AOC‟s governance process. 


The chart below demonstrates the volume of requests currently in the IT Governance process for Sept-Dec 


 


. 
 


Completed JIS IT Requests 
 


Request ID: 004 – Change Meretricious Relationship Cause of Action Code/Case Type  
Description: Create Committed Intimate Relationship cause of action code under case type 3 in 
SCOMIS and remove Meretricious Relationship cause of action code under case type 2 to comply with 
Supreme Court decision from 2007.  
CLUG: Superior Court (pilot) | Authorized By: CIO  
Schedule:  Oct 19, 2010 – Jan 1, 2011   
Completed on schedule. 


 
Scheduled JIS IT Requests 
 


Request ID: 002 – Superior Court Case Management System Feasibility Study  
Description: Conduct feasibility study to examine COTS caseflow and calendaring systems, plus LINX, 
to support acquisition of a system for the state‟s Superior Courts.  
CLUG: Superior Court (pilot) | Authorized By: JISC  
Schedule:  Nov 1, 2010 – Jun 30, 2011 
Request ID: 012 – Adult Risk Assessment Feasibility Study  
Description: Examine the feasibility of using the STRONG assessment tool from Assessments.com for 
Superior Courts and CLJs. 
CLUG: Multi-level| Authorized By: CIO  


3


19


5


1
0


3


0
22


15


8


1
2


3


0


9


1


17


6 6


1


4


0


12


6


14


1


11


3


9


1


12


0


5


10


15


20


ITG Request Status


Sep-10 Oct-10 Nov-10 Dec-10
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Schedule:  Nov 15, 2010 – Jan 31, 2011 
 
Request ID: 019 – Display Judgments (Case Type 9) as Part of Original Case  
Description: Change the way SCOMIS case types 9s (judgments) are displayed on public case search 
by making these cases appear as a link under the original case. This was part of the Public Case 
Search Workgroup report adopted by the JISC.  
CLUG: Superior Court | Authorized By: CIO  
Schedule:  Dec 1, 2010 – Jan 31, 2011 


 
Request ID: 022 – Total on CAR Screen When it Echoes Back  
Description: Changes the behavior of the Create Accounts Receivable screen in JIS.  
CLUG: Multi-level | Authorized By: CIO 
Schedule:  Dec 16, 2010 – Feb 11, 2011 


 
Request ID: 023 – For TPSC to Make a Docket Entry  
Description: Changes JIS so that more details of Time Pay agreements are recorded on the docket.  
CLUG: CLJ | Authorized By: CIO 
Schedule:  Jan 5 – Mar 31, 2011 
 
Request ID: 033 – Auto Fill Date for BDK Screen  
Description: Reduces the number of times dates have to be entered on the Batch Docket screen in 
JIS.  
CLUG: CLJ | Authorized By: CIO 
Schedule:  Dec 20, 2010 – Mar 31, 2011 
 
Request ID: 050 – JRS Windows 7 Compatibility Upgrade 
Description: Upgrade JRS so that it can be used on PCs with the Windows 7 operating system.  
CLUG: Multi-level | Authorized By: Administrator 
Schedule:  Dec 16, 2010 – Feb 11, 2011 


 
Authorized JIS IT Requests Pending Scheduling 
 


Request ID: 036 – Accounts Payable Put On Hold Make a Docket Entry 
Description: Change JIS so that a docket entry is automatically made when an accounts payable is 
put on hold.  
CLUG: CLJ | Authorized By: CIO 
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Summary of Activities for December 2010  


Transformation Initiative Summary 
 


Initiative:  3.2 – Implement Solution Management  


Activities Impact/Value 


 Documents that describe the what, how, and 
when of the project have been finalized.  


These documents help ensure stakeholders understanding of what will 
be delivered, and the people resources required to complete the project. 


 Developed details of the Solution Architect role. Understanding the breadth and depth of the Solution Architect role is key 
to preparing the “roles and responsibilities”, and defining the tools 
needed for the role.  


Initiative:  5.1 – Implement Service Management – Service Catalog, Incident, Response  


Activities Impact/Value 


 Added the ISD‟s Service Delivery Manager to the 
Core Project Team. 


Ensures “service delivery” perspective and business focus (e.g., not just 
I.T.) in the project activities and documents created.    


Initiative:  7.1 – Develop Data Governance Model  


Activities Impact/Value 


 Project close-out interviews completed with all 
core team members. 


Results from Close-Out interview assist in final development of project 
close-out report and lessons learned. 


 Final Oversight Processes Workshop Completed Activity completed as part of final deliverables completion. 


Initiative:  7.2 – Implement Data Quality Program  


Activities Impact/Value 


 Approval request completed for authorization 
from Vonnie to complete two weeks of IBM MDM 
training. 


Funding resource for IBM training approved, planned and finalized. 


 Court Case Resolution Data selected for Data 
cleansing and rules working sessions completed 
with team with rules defined and process for 
definitions 


Ready to proceed with implementation of rules within MDM toolset and 
completed the process by which rules should be defined for on-going 
data cleansing activity. 


 Change order completed and signed to extend 
project to end of May timeframe. 


 Schedule delay, no cost impact. 


Initiative:  7.3 – Implement Unified Data Model   


Activities Impact/Value 


 Project Charter Completed by Sierra and in 
review by AOC. 


A project charter, schedule, and work plan establishes consensus 
around expectations and resource requirements.  This helps the 
business better understand what will be accomplished, when, and by 
whom. 


 Planning Activities Underway Work progresses to define data domains. 


Initiative:  ISD – CIO Communications  


Activities Impact/Value 


 Project Charter under development. Project Charter creates a common understanding and approval of what 
the project will produce and how it will produce it. It identifies the 
responsible parties and the scope of the project.    


Initiative: ISD  - Capability & Maturity Model (CMM) 


Activities Impact/Value 


 Project Charter under development. Project Charter creates a common understanding and approval of what 
the project will produce and how it will produce it. It identifies the 
responsible parties and the scope of the project.    
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Summary for December 2010 


 


Approved JIS Projects Summary    
 
Note that VRV Data Services and e-Ticketing Stabilization have moved from a development project into maintenance and therefore are not being 
reported under approved projects but are now reported under the ISD operational area; Standards & Policies. 
 


JIS Project: Superior Court Data Exchange (SCDX) 
Activities Impact/Value 


 Performed daily technical reviews with 
technical manager and lead architecture to 
identify an alternative solution for the 
SCOMIS Data Exchange to avoid significant 
software development that is significantly 
impacting both the project schedule and 
budget. 


Identified an alternative solution that meets the current Docketing 
requirements and could be completed within the JISC authorized budget 
and be implemented within 12 months. 


 Held several meetings with Pierce County 
team managing the LINX System to discuss 
approaches on how to interface LINX to the 
SCOMIS Data Exchange. 


Meeting identified the LINX system interface approach and also identified 
the first (4) services to be implemented that will reduce Pierce County‟s dual 
data entry by 30%. 


JIS Project: Superior Court Management Feasibility Study (SCMFS) 


Activities Impact/Value 


 Conducted Vendor Interviews with Larry 
Gezelius, Pierce County - Software 
Development Manager, Delilah George, 
Skagit County Court Administrator, Judge 
Larry McKeeman – Snohomish County.  
Completed 


Arranged via Heather Morford.   Provides key stakeholder input on, and 
captures expected results from, the SCMFS through their perspective.  MTG 
facilitates interview. 


 High Level Cost Estimate document. AOC 
Project Mgr support/review as needed.  
SCMFS Project Team Reviewed/Provided 
Feedback 


This document provides a detailed cost breakout and description  of the 
available software vendors products for procurement funding purposes. 


 Finalized Deliverables Expectations 
Documents with (DED) MTG (D3- Bus Reqs, 
D4-Tech Reqs, D-5 Gap Analysis, D-6 
Migration Strategy, D-7 Integration Eval, D-8 
Feasibility Report, D9-Cost Est  Doc). Ready 
for Signature 


Vendor-AOC Project Manager document preparations to present to ESC to 
review and approve this week. 


 Scheduled SCMFS Clerk Sessions 4 / 5 
January 5 and11 


Facilitates the addition of clerk activities to the business process diagrams & 
capture associated requirements. 
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Maintenance Projects & Activities Summary    
 
Note that VRV Data Services and e-Ticketing Stabilization have moved from a development project into maintenance and therefore are not being 
reported under approved projects but are now reported under the ISD operational area; Standards & Policies. 
 


Maintenance Project: Parking Module Enhancement – VRV Data Services 


Activities Impact/Value 


 Resolved BizTalk System Administration 
issue 


Risk identified in the support procedures has been mitigated.  


Other Activities: Adult Risk Assessment (ARA) Feasibility Workgroup 


Activities Impact/Value 


 Met with various entities including Thurston 
County Pretrial Services, Assessments.com, 
and Robert Barnoski to discuss the STRONG 
tool and associated costs and processes. 


 


 Started analysis on business impact of 
implementing STRONG on jurisdictions.  The 
team is developing metrics based on 
caseload and automation assumptions. 


 


 Developed a draft cost analysis for 
implementation based on various scenarios.  


 


 Met with various entities including Thurston 
County Pretrial Services, Assessments.com, 
and Robert Barnoski to discuss the STRONG 
tool and associated costs and processes. 
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Summary for December 2010 


 


ISD Operational Area Summary 
 


Area: Policy & Planning (Associate Director) 
Includes: Business Relationship Management, Portfolio Management, Governance, Communications and IT Service Delivery 


Activities Impact/Value 


Governance / IT Service Delivery 
 Oversaw first authorization session for five 


ITG requests that fall under the delegated 
authority of the Administrator and CIO. 


These were the first requests authorized under an established process 
instead of ad hoc efforts. 


 Oversaw first ITG scheduling session of the 
OCB. 


The four requests scheduled are the first scheduled under an 
established process instead of ad hoc efforts. 


 End –date cause code MER for case type 02 
and implement replacement cause code CIR 
for case type 03. 


Approved ITG request number 4. This change will allow these cases 
to be characterized in a manner and case type which more closely 
align with their nature.  


Business Relations 


 Prepared for the JISC meeting to review IT 
Governance requests in January 


Providing detailed information to the JISC on IT Governance requests 
will help inform decision-making 


 Worked with Court Level User Groups to get 
meetings held and requests voted on in time 
for January JISC meeting 


Facilitating meetings and helping the court community through the IT 
Governance process improves service and benefits of the framework 


 Managed 7 IT requests through the endorsing 
group and Court Level User Group stages.  


Assisting customer groups with their IT requests helps to ensure that 
customers understand and are able to navigate the IT Governance 
model and helps to facilitate the outcomes of the process.  


Portfolio Management 


 Attend Clarity Foundations Training I  Process improvement for PMO, ITPM, Resource Mgmt  


 Met w/ Dexter to build out AOC applications 
portfolio 


Visibility of IT investments & costs 


Area: Architecture & Strategy 
Includes: Enterprise Architecture, Solution Management & Business Analysts 


Activities Impact/Value 


EA Team 


 EA team provided review and feedback for 
the Feasibility Study and the subsequent 
Technical Requirements to be included in the 
anticipated RFP. 


The SCMFS Study needs to include the architecture requirements so 
that solutions acquired will be aligned with the desired future state.  
 


 JISC Workgroup on Baseline Services – EA 
team draft service criteria and facilitated 
meeting held on January 4


th
.   


The output from the workgroup would impact all of the Washington 
State judicial system as it would establish the baseline services that 
would be supported centrally and those that need to be managed 
locally.  The goal is to produce a draft report by the end of January 
and a final report in March. 


Solution Management 


 SA and BA completed the analysis of ITG 45 
(Appellate Court Electronic Filing request). 


Analysis was done to include the business aspect. 


 Solution Management Awareness Workshop 
– Completed Business Analyst part of the 
document preparation for the facilitated 
Solution Management Awareness Workshop 
held on December 16


th
. 


The workshop provided level-setting of knowledge, understanding of 
the roles and interactions with the functional areas and provided a 
road map of the project touch points with other initiatives.  The goal is 
to implement Solution Management by April 2011. 
 


Business Analysts 


 Legislative Bill Reviews – Business Analysts 
reviewed and researched 5 proposed bills, 
attended scheduled meetings, and provided 
estimated work effort. 


Provided needed information for the AOC Fiscal Team to input into Bill 
Tracker.  


 The Business Analysis team conducted 
sessions with the superior court clerks to 
document the court business processes and 
gather high level requirements in support of 


Documenting the business requirements and process flows for use in 
the SCFMS feasibility study deliverables 
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the Superior Court Management Feasibility 
Study (SCMFS) project.  This involved on site 
visits and conference call meetings 


Area: Infrastructure 
Includes: Desktop Unit, Network Unit, Server Unit, Support Unit & System Database Unit 


Activities Impact/Value 


 Continue with Equipment Replacement for 
the Superior Courts and Courts of Limited 
Jurisdiction. 
Computer Contracts: All computer contracts 
have been delivered and entered into JCTS.  
Have a few outstanding courts waiting to 
submit their paperwork. 
Impact Printers T2380 242 printers to be 
installed 203 printers have been installed and 
old printers recycled 39 printers remaining to 
be installed 
Receipt Printers T88V 194 printers to be 
installed 166 printers have been installed 28 
printers remaining to be installed 
Line Printers 7 printers to be installed 0 
printers have been installed 1 printer has 
been delivered (Thurston D).7 printers 
remaining to be installed. 


Replace aged (5 year old) equipment with new hardware and 
operating systems. 


   


Area: Data Management 
Includes: Database Unit, Development Unit, Data Warehouse Unit 


Activities Impact/Value 


Data warehouse Unit 
 Continued analysis of Positive Achievement 


Change Tool (PACT) reporting and working with 
the Washington Center for Court Research 
(WSCCR) and Assessments.com to implement 
the juvenile risk assessment data mart.   


 
The PACT implementation will improve the juvenile departments‟ 
ability to choose the most effective diversion programs for juveniles. 


 Continue addition of vehicle and e-ticketing 
information into the Courts of Limited 
Jurisdiction data mart. 


Added at the courts‟ request, to increase their ability to track e-
ticketing cases and analyze the impact of e-ticketing on caseloads. 


 Released new detention episode, detention 
reason, and alert data into the Juvenile Referral 
data mart. 


Provides additional reporting capabilities and more information for 
juvenile departments to track cases. 


Database Unit 


 Completed 2 database design review requests. The work of the database unit supports the ongoing maintenance and 
improvement of the courts‟ applications (JIS, SCOMIS, ACORDS, 
JABS, e-ticketing, etc.) 


 Continue PACT report analysis and participate 
in user acceptance testing of the PACT 
software.  If a test environment is made 
available by Assessments.com, begin 
development of reports. Planned 
implementation is March 2011. 


The PACT implementation will improve the juvenile departments‟ 
ability to choose the most effective diversion programs for juveniles. 


Data Management Team 


 Continued work on the Data Governance 
initiative. 


 
Data governance will provide oversight of data as an enterprise asset, 
resulting in more consistent, timely and quality data.  


 Continued work on the Data Quality initiative, 
including completion of the analysis of business 
rules surrounding superior court case and 
charge resolution processing.   


The data quality implementation will allow analysis on the quality of 
data, and present means for improving that quality.  The immediate 
benefits will be seen around person and case management, making 
better data available to judges and administrators to support court 
decisions such as pre-trial bail/custody decisions. 


 


Area: Operations 
Includes: All applications; Web team, Java team, Legacy team and JCS team 
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Activities Impact/Value 


Applications / Maintenance 
 Worked 128 Right Now Incidents (Legacy 


Team) 
Each Right Now incident represents a request from a customer either 
internal or external; therefore 151 customer requests were attended to 
in the month. 


 Completed project to allow PET and RSP 
names to show on the calendar for cases with 
a TDR or TRS cause type.   


Courts will no longer have to manually enter names for these cases on 
the calendar. 


 Added a „Confidential – Not For Release‟ 
message to seven screens in JIS. 


Reminds operators that the screen is not available to the public, 
further protecting sensitive information. 


 End –date cause code MER for case type 02 
and implement replacement cause code CIR 
for case type 03. 


Completed ITG request number 4. This change will allow these 


cases to be characterized in a manner and case type which more 
closely align with their nature.  


 In support of collaboration between DOL and 
AOC for the Public Upload, a location on the 
AOC public website was created for AOC 
staff and DOL staff to share an Issues List 
spreadsheet.   


Improved collaboration between the AOC and DOL on issues that 
impact our agencies. Better communication will reduce problems for 
the courts and their users. 


 COA Div 2 eFiling is now available and being 
used on the public site.  It is available to 
those with RACF ID‟s.   


Adds value to the way in which COA2 Staff, attorneys, and the public 
do business.  Documents electronically filed with the court can be 
immediately downloaded to the court‟s document management 
system.  The download is done via a script, so there is no longer any 
manual intervention between when a document is filed by an attorney 
and when in ends up in Div 2‟S ACORN system.    


 Added Seattle Municipal Court (SMC) 
protection orders to the Protection Order List 
screen in JCS 


This allows juvenile court users to see all protection orders related to a 
juvenile in one consolidated list. 


Area: Standards & Policies 
Includes: Quality Assurance and Test Group and the Project Management Office (Projects are reported under project section)      


Activities Impact/Value 


Quality Assurance and Test Groups 


 Completed SQA Framework document and 
submitted for first review. 


The framework will define the model and role of Software Quality 
Assurance in ISD.  This will assist program areas in documenting and 
defining repeatable processes  throughout the development lifecycle 


Test Team 


 
 Completed VRV performance testing.   


Increased product reliability, by identifying and the correction of 
potential problems prior to applications being moved to the production 
environment, thus improving service delivery. 


 Completed testing on 7 projects which 
included enhancements to existing 
applications, BOXI reports, and maintenance 
builds on the JCS, ACORDS and SECTOR 
applications. 


Increased product reliability, by identifying and the correction of 
potential problems prior to applications being moved to the production 
environment, thus improving service delivery. 


 Implementation of QA SharePoint site The SharePoint site will provide one place where all test team project 
information can be shared easily. Additionally it provides 
understanding, accountability and efficiencies while providing 
standards and best practices in software quality assurance. 
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Detailed Status Reports 
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Status Update Key 
 
 
 


 Green  = Progressing as planned.  


 Yellow = Changes with moderate impact.  


 Red = Severe changes or significant re-work is necessary.  
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Transformation Initiative Status Reports 
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Transformation Initiative Reports 


Initiative: 3.2 Implement Solution Management  
JIS Operational Plan:  Capability Improvement Phase II 


 Reporting Period 12/01/10 – 12/31/10 


Executive Sponsor(s) 
Vonnie Diseth, CIO 


IT Project Manager:  
Eric Wuolle. PMP 


Business Area Manager:  
Kumar Yajamanam, Architecture & Strategy 


Consultant/Contracting Firm: 
Sierra Systems Consulting Group 


Description: This initiative will define a standard solution lifecycle that can be tailored to ISD-supplied applications and 


services, and develop processes to support product planning, requirements prioritization and conducting periodic 
environmental scans for related solutions and technologies; and define a Governance Model that describes the roles and 
responsibilities  to guide solution management while establishing and documenting  key interface points with IT Governance, IT 
Portfolio Management, Solution Management, Security, PMO,  Vendor Management, Application Development and Enterprise 


Architecture. 


Business 
Drivers 
 


Improve Decision 
Making 


 
Improve 
Information Access 


 Improve Service 
or efficiency 


    
Manage 
Risks 


   


Maintain the 
business 


 
Manage 
the costs 


 
Increase 
organizational 
capability 


 
Regulatory compliance 
or mandate 


    


 


JISC Approved 
Budget  


Allocated (thru December 31
st
 2010) Actual (thru December 31


st
 2010) 


$125,000 0 


 


Current Status Scope  Schedule  Budget  


 Project  made good progress in December,  developing material for review with operating-level staff early in 2011.   


 Scope has been finalized. Project initiation documents are being finalized to reflect scope and approach decisions. 


 Team resources will have limited availability in January and Feburary due to training sessions 


Progress 


     December – 45%  


           100% 


            





Project Phase  Initiate Planning Execute Close 


Schedule   
Planned Start Date: 01-July, 2010 Planned Completion Date:  30-March, 2011 


Actual Start Date: 14-October 2010 Actual Completion Date:  


Activities Completed   Impact/Value 


 Documents that describe the what, how, and 
when of the project have been finalized.  


These documents help ensure stakeholders understanding of 
what will be delivered, and the people resources required to 
complete the project. 


 Developed details of the Solution Architect role. Understanding the breadth and depth of the Solution Architect 
role is key to preparing the “roles and responsibilities”, and 
defining the tools needed for the role.  


Activities Planned Next Reporting Period Impact/Value 


 Develop details of the Solution Lifecycle. Ensures the project team identifies all of the process steps for 
managing a solution, which they will then document.  


 Document the templates and forms required for 
the various stages of solution management. 


This will define further work packages for the team, and also 
provide guidance to other initiatives, Implement Rational Tools 
and Mature Application Development. 
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Initiative: 5.1 Implement IT Service Management –Service Catalog, Incident, 
Response 
JIS Operational Plan:  Capability Improvement Phase IV 


 Reporting Period 12/01/10 – 12/31/10 
Executive Sponsor(s) 
Vonnie Diseth, CIO 


IT Project Manager:  
Eric Wuolle, PMP 


Business Area Manager:  
Kumar Yajamanam, Architecture & Strategy 


Consultant/Contracting Firm: 
Sierra Systems Consulting Group 


Description: The Service Catalog portion of the initiative describes each of the IT services provided by AOC to its 


customers. The objective of the service catalog is to facilitate communication with AOC customers as the single source of 
information on all the IT services and the formal service levels associated with each of those services. The catalog includes a 
description of the service itself, the service level agreement for the service, descriptions of the authorized user and requestor 
roles, usage costs, and how the service is provided. 


Business Benefit: The service catalog benefit is a single source for reference for the menu of IT services available for 


customers that are aligned with the strategic view for AOC and the enterprise business functions. It promotes improved 
relationships between ISD and its customers by ensuring that service levels are defined and services are managed against 
those. The service catalog guides all the strategic and operational work in the enterprise. 


Business 
Drivers 
 


Improve Decision 
Making 


 
Improve 
Information Access 


 Improve Service 
or efficiency 


    
Manage 
Risks 


   


Maintain the 
business 


 
Manage 
the costs 


 
Increase 
organizational 
capability 


 
Regulatory compliance 
or mandate 


    


 


JISC Approved 
Budget  


Allocated (thru December 31
st
 2010) Actual (thru December 31


st
 2010) 


$ 497,000 $ 0 


 


Current Status Scope  Schedule  Budget  


Status Update:  


 A schedule for resolution of a key scope issue has been agreed (early January 2011). 


 Completion of the initial baseline Service Catalog entries is behind schedule, but the project End Date is intact. 


 Work on the Requirements work stream is delayed, but will start in early January. 


 Work is proceeding well on Deliverable 1.06 – Service Level Process.  


 A Change Request to reflect agreed scope changes and overall design of the catalog is expected in January.  


Progress 


 
 


December 40  % 
    


         100% 


            





Project Phase  Initiate Planning Execute Close 


Schedule   
Planned Start Date: 01-July, 2010 Planned Completion Date:  30-March, 2011 


Actual Start Date: September 2010 Actual Completion Date:  


Activities Completed  Impact/Value 


 Added the ISD‟s Service Delivery Manager to the 
Core Project Team. 


Ensures “service delivery” perspective and business focus (e.g., 
not just I.T.) in the project activities and documents created.    


Activities Planned Impact/Value 


 Resolve and finalize the scope issue around 
Requirements.  


Confirms the activities and deliverables to be completed by the 
project team, documented in a Change Request.  


 Complete the initial Service Catalog. Provides the first version of the Service Catalog, providing a 
starting point for ISD‟s use and validation. 
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Initiative: 7.1 Develop Data Governance Model   
JIS Operational Plan:  Master Data Management 


 Reporting Period 12/01/10 – 12/31/10 
Executive Sponsor(s) 
Vonnie Diseth, CIO 


IT Project Manager:  
Wendy Loewen 


Business Area Manager:  
Standards & Policies Manager (open) 


Consultant/Contracting Firm: 
Sierra Systems Consulting Group 


Description: Data that is maintained by business applications is viewed as an enterprise asset.  In addition to 


supporting business operations, this data, when consolidated into a data warehouse, is used to support strategic 
decisions and business process improvements.  A Data Governance Model provides the decision-making 
framework to support the management of data as an enterprise asset and streamlines data domain ownership 
improves data management strategy and delivery and improves data standards across applications. 


Business Benefit: The Data Governance model will ensure effective management of data through defined 


processes, policies, and standards throughout the data life cycle.  It will result in improved data management 
strategy and delivery, streamlined data domain ownership and improved data quality standards across 
applications. 


Business 
Drivers 
  


Improve Decision 
Making X 


Improve 
Information Access X Improve Service 


or efficiency X    
Manage 
Risks 


   


Maintain the 
business 


 
Manage 
the costs 


 
Increase 
organizational 
capability 


X 
Regulatory compliance 
or mandate 


    


 


JISC Approved 
Budget  


Allocated (thru December 31
st
 2010) Actual (thru December 31


st
 2010) 


$ 70,000  $ 0 


 


Current Status Scope  Schedule  Budget  


Status Notes: Project has continued with schedule flagged as yellow due to a delay in final project completion as noted on the 


weekly status report.  One item in the Sierra work order regarding training for Data Management owners will be deferred until 


Data Governance implementation commences however a change order is not anticipated and scope remains green.  This may 


be subject to change after some final discussions with Project Prime and sponsor. Progess was adjusted due to a delay with 


the deliverables having to be re-worked by the contractor Sierra Systems.  


Progress   
     December - 85%  


   100% 


            





Phase  XInitiate XPlanning Execute Close 


Schedule   
Planned Start Date:  September 2010 Planned Completion Date: November 2010   


Actual Start Date:  September 2010 Actual Completion January 2011 


Activities Completed   Impact/Value 


 Project close-out interviews completed with all core 
team members. 


Results from Close-Out interview assist in final development of 
project close-out report and lessons learned. 


 Final Oversight Processes Workshop Completed. Activity completed as part of final deliverables completion. 


Activities Planned   Impact/Value 


 Complete Detailed Close-Out Interview with Project 
Manager. 


Results from Close-Out interview with the Project Manager assist 
in final development of a project close-out report and an overall 
evaluation on potential process improvement.   


 Circulate Final Deliverables with Project 
Recommendation Report. 


Upon completed review and delivery of remaining project 
deliverables, a final project recommendations report will be 
completed. 


 Complete final presentation to Project Prime. A final project summation and close-out report.  
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Initiative: 7.2 Implement Data Quality Program   
JIS Operational Plan:  Master Data Management 


 Reporting Period 12/01/2010 to 12/31/2010 
Executive Sponsor(s) 
Vonnie Diseth, CIO 


IT Project Manager:  
Wendy Loewen 


Business Area Manager:  
Jennifer Creighton, Data Management Manager 


Consultant/Contracting Firm: 
Sierra Systems  


Description: A Data Quality Program for AOC will ensure effective creation, maintenance and enrichment of 


data through defined processes, policies and standards throughout the data life cycle.   A data quality program 
results in increased visibility of the quality and integrity of enterprise data. 


Business Benefit: Data quality management is one component of an overall enterprise Data Management 


program.  It will receive direction, policies and standards, and be subject to oversight from the Data Governance 
Body.  The Data Quality Program must establish data quality requirements, monitor enterprise data quality, correct 
data quality defects, implement procedures to improve data quality and demonstrate to the Data Governance body 
how it is achieving its mandated objectives and providing a return on investment.  


Business 
Drivers 
  


Improve Decision 
Making X 


Improve 
Information Access X Improve Service 


or efficiency X    
Manage 
Risks X 


Maintain the 
business X 


Manage 
the costs 


 
Increase 
organizational 
capability 


X 
Regulatory compliance 
or mandate X    


 


JISC Approved 
Budget  


Allocated (thru December 31
st
 2010) Actual (thru December 31


st
 2010) 


$ 240,000  $0 


 


Current Status Scope  Schedule  Budget  


Status Notes: Project schedule is re-baselined based on completed and signed change order to extend the project completion    


Progress   
 December - 20%      


   100% 


            





Phase  Initiate XPlanning Execute Close 


Schedule   
Planned Start Date:  October 2010 Planned Completion Date: May 2011   


Actual Start Date:  October 2010 Actual Completion   


Activities Completed   Impact/Value 


 Approval request completed for authorization 
from Vonnie to complete two weeks of IBM MDM 
training. 


Funding resource for IBM training approved, planned and 
finalized. 


 Court Case Resolution Data selected for Data 
cleansing and rules working sessions completed 
with team with rules defined and process for 
definitions. 


Ready to proceed with implementation of rules within MDM toolset 
and completed the process by which rules should be defined for 
on-going data cleansing activity. 


 Change order completed and signed to extend 
project to end of May timeframe. 


 Schedule delay, no cost impact. 


Activities Planned Impact/Value 


 Complete training on two IBM MDM tools; 
Information Analyzer and Quality Stage for key 
ISD resources. 


Completion of training activity will provide key resources with the 
knowledge to determine whether the Data Quality initiative needs 
additional subject matter experts. 


 Sierra to engage a technical resource to assist 
AOC with rules profiling expertise and assistance 
in overall environment set-up, best practices. 


 A technical lead with the capability to lead the team in a more 
“hands on” approach to implementation will mitigate technical risk. 
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Initiative: 7.3 Implement Unified Data Model    
JIS Operational Plan:  Master Data Management 


 Reporting Period 12/01/2010 to 12/31/2010 
Executive Sponsor(s) 
Vonnie Diseth, CIO 


IT Project Manager:  
Wendy Loewen 


Business Area Manager:  
Jennifer Creighton, Data Management Manager 


Consultant/Contracting Firm: 
Sierra Systems  


Description: The Unified Data Model will define a single, common and consistent structure of court data and its 


agreed meaning and relationships. It will be created using a structured design approach that identifies subject 
areas and the associated rules to align with the business needs.  Cycle 1 of the UDM initiative, will define the 
scope and methodology of the overall UDM initiative.. 


Business Benefit: The need for a Unified Data Model (UDM) arises from a fundamental business goal: using 


data to drive decisions. It is common that data will come from many sources, and if the data from these sources is 
consistent, there will be good data from which to make decisions. 


Business 
Drivers 
  


Improve Decision 
Making 


X 
Improve 
Information Access 


X Improve Service 
or efficiency 


X   
Manage 
Risks 


X   


Maintain the 
business 


 
Manage 
the costs 


 
Increase 
organizational 
capability 


X 
Regulatory compliance 
or mandate 


X    


 


JISC Approved 
Budget  


Allocated (thru December 31
st
 2010) Actual (thru December 31


st
 2010) 


$  298,000  $0 


 


Current Status Scope  Schedule  Budget  


Status Notes: While the original date for completion of the UDM scoping initiative was February 8
th


, this date has slid by two 


weeks as project resources are enrolled in two week training activity.   


Progress   
 December - 20%      


   100% 


            





Phase  Initiate XPlanning Execute Close 


Schedule   
Planned Start Date:  September 2010 Planned Completion Date: February 2011 


Actual Start Date:  December 2010 Actual Completion   


Activities Completed   Impact/Value 


 Project Charter Completed by Sierra and in 
review by AOC. 


A project charter, schedule, and work plan establishes consensus 
around expectations and resource requirements.  This helps the 
business better understand what will be accomplished, when, and 
by whom. 


 Conduct Project Kick-off. Activity completed as part of project initiation. 


 Planning Activities Underway. Work progresses to define data domains. 


Activities Planned Impact/Value 


 Develop Baseline In-Scope Document for UDM. 


Clarification of UDM scope ensures that work performed match 
expectations, available resources, and capacity to deliver.  It also 
sets the stage for work to be performed in subsequent UDM 
Cycles. 


 Develop Baseline In-Scope Document for UDM. 


Clarification of UDM scope ensures that work performed match 
expectations, available resources, and capacity to deliver.  It also 
sets the stage for work to be performed in subsequent UDM 
Cycles. 
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Initiative: ISD – CIO Communications   JIS Operational Plan:  Capability Improvement Phase I 


 Reporting Period 12/01/2010 to 12/31/2010 
Executive Sponsor(s) 
Vonnie Diseth, CIO 


IT Project Manager:  
Chris Lavin 


Business Area Manager:  
Bill Cogswell, Associate Director 


Consultant/Contracting Firm: 
Sierra Systems 


Description:   


The purpose is to develop a communications strategy, along with communications messaging and tools that will 
assist ISD in effectively communicating with staff and our stakeholders about not only the ISD Transformation but 
other initiatives within the organization, now and in the future.   


Business Benefits: This initiative is to help build an organization where trust, open communications, and 


inclusiveness are ingrained behavior and value that is exemplified from the top down.  It is intended to create clear 
and effective messaging to communicate our values to clients, engage in open and transparent communications 
with staff and other stakeholders, and help shape our organizational culture. 


Business 
Drivers 
  


Improve Decision 
Making 


 
Improve 
Information Access X Improve Service 


or efficiency 
    


Manage 
Risks 


   


Maintain the 
business 


 
Manage 
the costs 


 
Increase 
organizational 
capability 


X 
Regulatory compliance 
or mandate 


    


 


JISC Approved 
Budget  


Allocated (thru December 31
st
 2010) Actual (thru December 31


st
 2010) 


$  85,000    $0 


 


Current Status Scope  Schedule  Budget  


Status Notes: project was revised from ending in December 2010 to ending in March 2011 


Progress   
     December - 70%  


   100% 


            





Phase  XInitiate XPlanning Execute Close 


Schedule   
Planned Start Date:  October 2010 Planned Completion Date: March 2011   


Actual Start Date:  October 2010 Actual Completion   


Activities Completed   Impact/Value 


 ISD Vision statement confirmed The ISD Vision statement is the starting point for future 
communications on strategy and planning. 


 Based on the information from the 
interviews, work continues on a new 
Communications Plan 


Improving communications for staff and stakeholders 
ensures the overall success of the transformation effort at 
AOC. 


Activities Planned   Impact/Value 


 ISD Management team level agreement on 
behaviors and actions (ISD Management 
Charter)..  


Guides toward development of a strong management and 
leadership team. Details how ISD LT will work together to 
achieve goals. 
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Initiative: ISD – Capability & Maturity Model    
JIS Operational Plan:  Capability Improvement Phase II 


Reporting Period 12/01/2010 to 12/31/2010 
Executive Sponsor(s) 
Vonnie Diseth, CIO 


IT Project Manager:  
Martin Kravik 


Business Area Manager:  
Standards & Policies Manager (open) 


Contractor/Consultant: 
n/a 


Description: Implement structured and repeatable processes for measuring the maturity level of ISD relative 


to the Software Engineering Institute Capability Maturity Model (CMM). 


Business Benefit: The business benefits of implementing (CMM) are managed processes with a foundation 


for continuous process improvement based on metrics. Establishing these processes and measurements lead to 
improved employee satisfaction, the ability to set goals with realistic targets, fostering a proactive culture that 
uses disciplined processes and gives ISD the structure of fact-based decision making with predictable consistent 
processes.   


Business 
Drivers 
  


Improve Decision 
Making 


 
Improve 
Information Access 


 Improve Service 
or efficiency 


    
Manage 
Risks 


   


Maintain the 
business 


 
Manage 
the costs 


 
Increase 
organizational 
capability 


X 
Regulatory compliance 
or mandate 


    


 


JISC Approved 
Budget  


Allocated (thru December 31
st
 2010) Actual (thru December 31


st
 2010) 


 (Staffed internally) (Staffed internally) 


 


Current Status Scope  Schedule  Budget  


Status Notes:   


Progress  
 December- 10%      


   100% 


            





Phase  XInitiate Planning Execute Close 


Schedule  
Planned Start Date:  October 2010 Planned Completion Date: April 2012  


Actual Start Date:  October 2010 Actual Completion Date:  


Activities Completed  Impact/Value 


 Project Charter under development. Project Charter creates a common understanding and 
approval of what the project will produce and how it will 
produce it. It identifies the responsible parties and the scope of 
the project.    


Activities Planned  Impact/Value 


 Project Charter complete.  
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Approved Project Status Reports 
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Approved Project Status Reports 


Approved Project: Superior Court Data Exchange  
 Reporting Period 12/01/2010 to 12/31/2010 


Executive Sponsor(s) 
Data Management Steering Committee 
Rich Johnson, Chair of Committee 


IT Project Manager:  
Bill Burke 


Business Manager:  
Standards & Policies Manager (open) 


Consultant/Contracting Firm: 
Cayzen 


Description:   The Superior Court Data Exchange project will build and implement computer services and other 


infrastructure components to exchange data necessary for creation and maintenance of information in the Judicial 
Information System (JIS). The project will produce a consistent, defined set of standards and standard technology solutions 
for sharing data between Judicial Information System (JIS) applications supported by the AOC and its customers (Courts and 
Justice Partners) to eliminate redundant data entry, improve data accuracy, provide real-time information for decision making 
and to reduce support costs by a common solution for sharing data.  


Business Benefit: The Data Exchange will eliminate redundant data entry, improve data accuracy, provide real-time 


information for decision making and reduce support costs through a common technical solution for sharing data.  At the end 
of Phase I (Detailed Analysis and Design), AOC will have a complete list of business requirements driven by the customer 
groups and established a list of services based on these requirements.  At the end of Phase II (Implementation), Superior 
Court data will be available for both query and updates using the nationally recognized NIEM standard and SOA.  


Business 
Drivers 
  


Improve Decision 
Making 


 
Improve 
Information Access 


X Improve Service 
or efficiency 


X    
Manage 
Risks 


   


Maintain the 
business 


 
Manage 
the costs 


 
Increase 
organizational 
capability 


X 
Regulatory compliance 
or mandate 


    


 


JISC Approved 
Budget  


Allocated (thru December 31
st
 2010) Actual (thru December 31


st
 2010) 


$1,600,000  $ 1,597,182 


 


Current Status Scope  Schedule  Budget  


Status Notes:  Based on the original project plan, the project will require an additional 18 – 24 months to complete and will require 


approximately $1.1M in additional funding above what is currently authorized by the JISC.  The project is being re-planned and a revised 


project plan will be presented to the JISC in January 21st for approval 


Progress  
 November - 21%      


   100% 


            





Phase  XInitiate Planning Execute Close 


Schedule  
Planned Start Date:  May 2009 Planned Completion Date: June 2011 


Actual Start Date:  May 2009 Actual Completion Date: TBD 


Activities Completed  Impact/Value 


 Performed daily technical reviews with technical 
manager and lead architecture to identify an 
alternative solution for the SCOMIS Data 
Exchange to avoid significant software 
development that is significantly impacting both 
the project schedule and budget. 


Identified an alternative solution that meets the current 
Docketing requirements and could be completed within the 
JISC authorized budget and be implemented within 12 
months. 


 Held several meetings with Pierce County team 
managing the LINX System to discuss 
approaches on how to interface LINX to the 
SCOMIS Data Exchange. 


Meeting identified the LINX system interface approach and 
also identified the first (4) services to be implemented that will 
reduce Pierce County‟s dual data entry by 30% 


Activities Planned  Impact/Value 


 Continue reviews of technical architecture and 
potential solutions. 


Identified an alternative solution that meets the current 
Docketing requirements and could be completed within the 
JISC authorized budget and be implemented within 12 
months. 
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 Present the revised plan on 01/21/11 to JISC. Obtain JISC approval of the revised plan. 


Approved Project: Superior Court Case Management Feasibility Study  
 Reporting Period 12/01/2010 to 12/31/2010 


Executive Sponsor(s) 
Superior Court Judges Association (SCJA) 
Judge Steve Warning, President of Association 
Washington State Association of County Clerks (WSACC) 
Kevin Stock, President of Association 
Association of Washington Superior Court Administrators 
(AWSCA) 
Delilah George, President of Association 


IT Project Manager:  
Kate Kruller, PMP 


Consultant/Contracting Firm: 
MTG (Management Technology Group) 


Business Manager 
Standards & Policies Manager (open) 


Description: The Superior Court Case Flow & Calendaring Feasibility Study (SCMFS) is intended to provide the research 


and analysis needed to make informed decisions on which software applications would meet the business needs of the 
Superior Courts for managing case flow and calendaring functions in support of judicial decision making and scheduling.   


Business Benefits: A feasibility study of the available software vendors and how their products align with customer 


business needs will allow the courts and JISC to make informed decisions on which software applications would meet the 
business needs of the Superior Courts for managing case flow and calendaring functions in support of judicial decision 
making and scheduling.   


Business 
Drivers 
  


Improve Decision 
Making 


X 
Improve 
Information Access 


 Improve Service 
or efficiency 


X 
Manage 
Risks 


   


Maintain the 
business 


 
Manage 
the costs 


 
Increase 
organizational 
capability 


 
Regulatory compliance 
or mandate 


    


 


JISC Approved 
Budget  


Allocated (thru December 31
st
 2010) Actual (thru December 31


st
 2010) 


$ 0.00   (Note JISC approved $250,000) $ 0.00 


 


Current Status Scope  Schedule  Budget  


Status Notes:  Vendor (MTG Management Consulting) contracted deliverables complete through December.  AOC  


leadership buy-off on  Initiating Documents (Charter, Work Plan and Schedule), plus six signed agreements on on upcoming 


project deliverables, called Deliverable Expecation Documents (DEDs).  The High-Level Cost Estimate has been reviewed by 


the AOC.  ESC and JISC will see it in their next meetings.  MTG has approved RFI questions to circulate with COTS 


vendors. 


Progress  
 December -10 %      


           100% 


            


Project Phase  Initiate X Planning Execute Close 


Schedule  
Planned Start Date:  April /2010 Planned Completion Date:  June 2011 


Actual Start Date: June 2010 Actual Completion Date:  


 


Activities Completed   Impact/Value 


 Conducted Vendor Interviews with Larry Gezelius, 
Pierce County - Software Development Manager, 
Delilah George, Skagit County Court 
Administrator, Judge Larry McKeeman – 
Snohomish County.  Completed. 


Arranged via Heather Morford.   Provides key stakeholder 
input on, and captures expected results from, the SCMFS 
through their perspective.  MTG facilitates interview. 


 Finalized project initiation documents w/ MTG 
(D0). Work Plan and Schedule Project Charter 
Ready for signature.  


Project initiation documents include the project charter, work 
plan, and schedule. These documents allow project progress 
to be more formally measured. 


 Finalized Deliverables from MTG (D1- Work Plan, 
D2-Schedule).  Ready for signature 


This provides a description of the work to be executed and 
acceptance criteria. 


 Reviewed Stage 1 Business Requirements 
(Baseline for feasibility study)-Clerk Sessions 2 / 3 
Review in Progress. 


This provides baseline requirements that will be used by the 
vendor in the feasibility study. The requirements provide the 
framework against which potential products will be identified 
and evaluated. 
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 Stage 1 Technical Requirements (baseline for 
feasibility study). Transitioned to MTG 
Consultants.  Completed. 
 


This provides baseline requirements that will be used by the 
vendor in the feasibility study. The requirements provide the 
framework against which potential products will be identified 
and evaluated. 


 Finalized Deliverables Expectations Documents 
with (DED) MTG (D3- Bus Reqs, D4-Tech Reqs, 
D-5 Gap Analysis, D-6 Migration Strategy, D-7 
Integration Eval, D-8 Feasibility Report, D9-Cost 
Est  Doc). Ready for Signature. 


Vendor-AOC Project Manager document preparations to 
present to ESC to review and approve this week. 


 Review iterations of Stage 2 Technical 
Requirements (Refined for RFP) w/ Project Team 
Technical Members. Review in Progress. 


This provides refined requirements that will be used by the 
vendor in the RFP. 


 High Level Cost Estimate document. AOC Project 
Mgr support/review as needed.  SCMFS Project 
Team Reviewed/Provided Feedback 


This document provides a detailed cost breakout and 
description  of the available software vendors products for 
procurement funding purposes. 


 Scheduled SCMFS Clerk Sessions 4 / 5 January 
5 and11. 


Facilitates the addition of clerk activities to the business 
process diagrams & capture associated requirements. 
 


Activities Planned   Impact/Value 


 Conduct:  SCMFS AOC Sponsor Committee 
Status Meeting.  Prioritize Scope.  Prioritize Court 
Implementation Sequence.  Resource LINX – 
AOC Tech Team meeting.  ECD: January 5. 


AOC sponsors are included in the project process,  as well as 
project deliverables review and approval cycles. 


 Conduct: SCMFS Executive Sponsor Committee 
Meeting.  Address Initiation Documents and DEDs 
as needed – ECD: January 6. 


Executive sponsors across the three superior court customers 
(Judges, Administrators and Clerks) are included in the project 
process,  as well as project deliverables review and approval 
cycles. 


 Complete:  SCMFS Clerk Sessions 4 / 5 on 
January 5 and11. 


Allows full clerk input on clerk activities recorded in the project 
workflows and business requirement documents. 


 Sign:  Deliverables Expectations Documents with 
MTG (D3- Bus Reqs, D4-Tech Reqs, D9-Cost Est 
Doc).  


Vendor-AOC Project Manager document preparations to 
present to ESC to review and approve this week. 


 Sign: Deliverables Expectations Documents with 
MTG (D1- Work Plan, D2-Schedule).   
 


This provides a description of the work to be executed and 
acceptance criteria. 


 Sign: Finalize Stage 1 – Business Requirements 
(baseline for feasibility study.  Need to transition 
to MTG Consultants. ECD: January 21. 
 


This provides baseline requirements that will be used by the 
vendor in the feasibility study. The requirements provide the 
framework against which potential products will be identified 
and evaluated. 


 Sign: Finalized Deliverables Expectations 
Documents (DED)with MTG (D3- Bus Reqs, D4-
Tech Reqs, D-5 Gap Analysis, D-6 Migration 
Strategy, D-7 Integration Eval, D-8 Feasibility 
Report, D9-Cost Est.  Doc).  


These provide a description of the work to be executed and 
acceptance criteria. 


 Set up: Pierce Co LINX team meeting w/ AOC 
Techl Team (2-3 Hours) ECD: Jan 2


nd
/3


rd
 week). 


Arranged via AOC sponsors. De mystify and map what it 
would take to use LINX statewide. Identify resources/ gaps. 


 Set up: AOC Technical Team input session 
w/MTG (1 hour).  ASAP. 


Arranged via AOC sponsors.  Provides key AOC Technical 
Team stakeholder input on, and captures expected results 
from, the SCMFS through their perspective.  MTG facilitates 
interview. 


 Review: Stage 2-Technical Requirements Work 
Session (Refined for RFP) Need to transition to 
MTG Consultants. ECD: January 21. 


This provides refined requirements that will be used by the 
vendor in the RFP. 


 MTG Complete: High Level Cost Estimate 
document. AOC Project Mgr support/review as 
needed.  ECD: January 3. 


This document provides a detailed cost breakout and 
description of the available software vendor‟s products for 
procurement funding purposes. 


 MTG Continue: Court vendor contacts/meetings, 
Research County Budget Costs. 


Next steps to RFI process and Cost Estimating processes. 
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Maintenance Project Status Reports  
 
 


Maintenance Project: Parking Module Enhancement –VRV Data Services  
Reporting Period 12/01/2010 to 12/31/2010 


Executive Sponsor 
Data Management Steering Committee 
Rich Johnson, Chair of Committee 


IT Project Manager:  
Michael Walsh 


Business Area Manager 
Standards & Policies Manager (open) 


Consultant/Contracting Firm: 
N/A 


Description: Vehicle Related Violations (VRV) was designed to automate the input and submittal of parking 


violations as received by local courts through local enforcement agencies (LEAs).  The VRV website provides a 
service for jurisdictions to get access to the technical information and data needed for them to setup and build 
data exchanges for use on the jurisdictions side. The AOC has successfully implemented VRV DX solution with 
Everett Municipal Court and is now preparing to execute the final two planning steps required before making 
VRV broadly available statewide. The focus of this engagement between CodeSmart Inc. and AOC is to enable 
VRV Operational Readiness inclusive of performance tuning, infrastructure setup, and transition to ISD 
Operations for ongoing support and maintenance.  


Business Benefit: The VRV Operational Readiness Project will prepare a solution for extended pilot use and 


eventual statewide implementation. The ongoing work will improve performance for the VRV pilot application 
with the goal of handling anticipated workload and transaction capacity, perform infrastructure cleanup and 
ensure optimal environment configuration for ongoing support and maintenance. The Customer Website for 
Data Services is ready for the extended pilot. 


Business 
Drivers 
  


Improve Decision 
Making 


 
Improve 
Information Access 


 Improve Service 
or efficiency 


X 
Manage 
Risks 


   


Maintain the 
business 


 
Manage 
the costs 


 
Increase 
organizational 
capability 


 
Regulatory compliance 
or mandate 


    


 


JISC Approved 
Budget  


Allocated (thru December 31
st
 2010) Actual (thru December 31


st
 2010) 


$ 0.00     $ 0.00 


 


Current Status Scope  Schedule  Budget  


Status Notes:  The clerks have joined the project as members of the project Executive Sponsor Committee (ESC). The ESC 


has finalized the project scope and the requirements gathering with subject matter experts is underway.   


Progress  
     December -90 %  


    100% 


            





Project Phase  Initiate Planning XExecute Close 


Schedule  
Planned Start Date:  March 2010 Planned Completion Date:  April 2011 


Actual Start Date: March 2010 Actual Completion Date:  


Activities Completed   Impact/Value 
 Resolved BizTalk System Administration issue. Risk identified in the support procedures has been mitigated.  


Activities Planned Impact/Value( 


 Review and Approve Execution and Monitoring 
Deliverables and project closeout deliverables. 


Audit and verify that all Execution and Monitoring project 
deliverables were met and that documents were reviewed and 
approved in accordance with the Delivery Expectation s 
Document (DED). 
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Other Activities: Adult Risk Assessment (ARA) Feasibility Workgroup  
 Reporting Period 11/01/10 – 11/30/10 


Executive Sponsors 
-Superior Court Judges' Association (SCJA) 
Judge Warning, President  
-District & Municipal Court Judges‟ Association (DMCJA) 
Judge Brown, President 


IT Facilitator:  
Martin Kravik 


Business Area Manager 
Standards & Policies Manager (open) 


Consultant/Contracting Firm: 
n/a 


Description: The purpose of the Adult Static Risk Assessment Feasibility Workgroup is to provide an analysis 


of the feasibility to implement an Adult Risk Assessment tool for statewide use. Superior Courts and Courts of 
Limited Jurisdictions are interested in implementing a validated, actuarially based risk assessment tool to 
provide trial courts standardized calculations of adult defendants‟ risk to commit future violations.  Additionally, 
there is the possibility of developing, in partnership with the Department of Corrections, a broad-based system 
that leverages the efforts of both agencies. 


Business Benefits: An Adult Risk Assessment tool would allow judicial officers to receive an assessment 


score for each defendant that represents a weighted evaluation of defendant attributes such as demographics, 
criminal history, commitments, and supervision violations.  This provides judges a streamlined, consistent, and 


reliable representation of a defendant‟s background during the pre-trial process to improve decision making. 


Business 
Drivers 
 (place x in 
box) 


Improve Decision 
Making 


x 
Improve 
Information Access 


 Improve Service 
or efficiency 


    
Manage 
Risks 


   


Maintain the 
business 


 
Manage 
the costs 


 
Increase 
organizational 
capability 


 
Regulatory compliance 
or mandate 


    


 


JISC Approved 
Budget  


Allocated (thru July 31
st
 2010) Actual 


(Staffed internally) (Staffed internally) 


 


Current Status Scope  Schedule  Budget  


Status Notes:  The Adult Risk Assessment was submitted and started prior to the IT Governance process being in place. The 


current status of the ARA request in relation to the IT Governance process is that it is now in the Analysis stage. 


Progress  
     December- 50%  


           100% 


            





Project Phase  Initiate Planning xExecute Close 


Schedule  
Planned Start Date:  November 2010 Planned Completion Date:  January 2011 


Actual Start Date:  November 2010 Actual Completion Date:  


Activities Completed  Impact/Value 


 Met with various entities including Thurston County Pretrial Services, Assessments.com, 
and Robert Barnoski to discuss the STRONG tool and associated costs and processes. 


 


 Started analysis on business impact of implementing STRONG on jurisdictions.  The 
team is developing metrics based on caseload and automation assumptions. 


 


 Developed a draft cost analysis for implementation based on various scenarios.   


 Met with various entities including Thurston County Pretrial Services, Assessments.com, 
and Robert Barnoski to discuss the STRONG tool and associated costs and processes. 


  


Activities Planned  Impact/Value 


 Meet with Judge Stephen Brown and Judge Scott Ahlf to discuss needs of Courts of 
Limited Jurisdiction. 


 


 Talk to King County about their plans regarding pretrial risk assessment.  
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 Deliver first draft of analysis for review.  
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ISD Operational Area Status Reports 
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ISD Operational Area Reports 
 


Operational Area: Associate Director Group (Policy and Planning) 
Bill Cogswell, ISD Associate Director 


 Includes: Service Delivery Management, IT Governance, Portfolio Management, Business Relations and Communications 


Description: The Associate Director group is responsible for providing strategic level functions within ISD. 


The functions provided by the group include service delivery management, governance, business relations, 
portfolio management and communications.  


 


Activities Completed this Reporting Period Impact/Value 


Portfolio Management 


 Attend Clarity Foundations Training I  Process improvement for PMO, ITPM, Resource Mgmt  


 Met w/ Dexter to build out AOC applications portfolio Visibility of IT investments & costs 


 Updated AOC Project Portfolio List for JIS Re-baseline effort Visibility of IT investments 


 Update Resource Utilization Plan OCB Project/Resource Scheduling 


 Update Performance Measure data back 6 mos. & establish 
benchmarks. 


Measure performance against benchmark 


 Attend Clarity Foundations Training I  Process improvement for PMO, ITPM, Resource Mgmt  


 Met w/ Dexter to build out AOC applications portfolio Visibility of IT investments & costs 


 Updated AOC Project Portfolio List for JIS Re-baseline effort Visibility of IT investments 


 Update Resource Utilization Plan OCB Project/Resource Scheduling 


Service Delivery Management and Governance 


 End –date cause code MER for case type 02 and 
implement replacement cause code CIR for case type 
03. 


Approved ITG request number 4. This change will allow 
these cases to be characterized in a manner and case 
type which more closely align with their nature.  


 Oversaw first authorization session for five ITG 
requests that fall under the delegated authority of the 
Administrator and CIO. 


These were the first requests authorized under an 
established process instead of ad hoc efforts. 


 Oversaw first ITG scheduling session of the OCB. The four requests scheduled are the first scheduled 
under an established process instead of ad hoc efforts. 


 End –date cause code MER for case type 02 and 
implement replacement cause code CIR for case type 
03. 


Approved ITG request number 4. This change will allow 
these cases to be characterized in a manner and case 
type which more closely align with their nature.  


 Oversaw first authorization session for five ITG 
requests that fall under the delegated authority of the 
Administrator and CIO. 


These were the first requests authorized under an 
established process instead of ad hoc efforts. 


 Oversaw first ITG scheduling session of the OCB. The four requests scheduled are the first scheduled 
under an established process instead of ad hoc efforts. 


 End –date cause code MER for case type 02 and 
implement replacement cause code CIR for case type 
03. 


Approved ITG request number 4. This change will allow 
these cases to be characterized in a manner and case 
type which more closely align with their nature.  


Business Relations 


 Prepared for the JISC meeting to review IT Governance 
requests in January. 


Providing detailed information to the JISC on IT 
Governance requests will help inform decision-making 


 Worked with Court Level User Groups to get meetings 
held and requests voted on in time for January JISC 
meeting. 


Facilitating meetings and helping the court community 
through the IT Governance process improves service 
and benefits of the framework 


 Managed 7 IT requests through the endorsing group 
and Court Level User Group stages.  


Assisting customer groups with their IT requests helps 
to ensure that customers understand and are able to 
navigate the IT Governance model and helps to 
facilitate the outcomes of the process.  


 Produced the ISD Monthly Report to the JISC. This monthly report details the status of all the 
transformation initiatives, approved projects and 
ongoing maintenance efforts of AOC‟s Information 
System Division. The report is designed to work with the 
IT Governance model to provide the JISC and customer 
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groups with greater transparency and accountability for 
IT investment decisions.  


 Produced the ISD Monthly Activity Rollup for the 
Supreme Court. 


Part of the agencies routine reporting on activities to the 
Supreme Court. 


 Continued participation in the ongoing efforts to 
complete and automate the final steps of the IT 
Governance framework and website.   


Making the IT Governance process as automated as 
possible will ensure greater efficiency and accountability 
for IT requests and decision making.  


 Provided ISD Liaison Reports to Court Associations & 
Commissions:  SCJA, Gender & Justice Commission, 
AWSCA, WSACC, WAJCA, CMC.  


Providing reports to associations on ISD activities and 
projects that they care about ensures that customer 
groups are kept up to date with key projects that impact 
them and that they feel that AOC is transparent and 
helps to build credibility.  


 Worked with internal project teams on Superior Court 
projects to ensure that input from key customer 
stakeholders is incorporated into projects and project 
status is communicated to all customer groups.  


Ensuring that key customer stakeholders on projects 
are involved and that they are communicated with 
regularly helps to build transparent, trust and credibility.  
Having key customers involved also ensures that the 
project aligns with customer expectations.  


 Communicated extensively with endorsing groups on IT 
Governance requests and facilitated endorsing group 
meetings. 


Facilitating the governance process for endorsing 
groups and court level user groups empowers them to 
make better decisions and builds better overall 
communication with our customer community. 


 Attended meetings of the DMCJA, DMCMA, Minority 
and Justice Commission Evaluation and 
Implementation Committee, and Access to Justice 
Technology Committee. 


Direct communication and interaction with broader 
customer groups increases their understanding of ISD 
services and activities, and builds trust in AOC. 


Activities Planned Impact/Value 
Portfolio Management 


 Attend Clarity Foundations Training II Process improvement for PMO, ITPM, Resource Mgmt 


 Continue  to build out AOC applications portfolio Visibility of IT investments & costs 


 Update AOC Project Portfolio List  Visibility of IT investments 


 Update Resource Utilization Plan OCB Project/Resource Scheduling 


 Publish Performance Measures  with benchmarks Measure performance against benchmark 


 Attend Clarity Foundations Training II Process improvement for PMO, ITPM, Resource Mgmt 


 Continue  to build out AOC applications portfolio Visibility of IT investments & costs 


 Update AOC Project Portfolio List  Visibility of IT investments 


 Update Resource Utilization Plan OCB Project/Resource Scheduling 


 Publish Performance Measures  with benchmarks Measure performance against benchmark 


Service Delivery Management and Governance 


 Present next ITG report at JISC meeting.  


 Continue to work on IT requests as they come in.  


Business Relations 


 Meet with and provide ISD Liaison Reports to Court 
Associations, Commissions and organizations.  


Providing reports on ISD activities and projects that 
they care about ensures that customer groups are kept 
up to date with key projects that impact them and that 
they feel that AOC is transparent and helps to build 
credibility.  


 Visit on-site with Superior Court Courts throughout the 
state and with CLJ courts.  


Establishing relationships with individual members of 
the Superior Courts will enhance the abilities for ISD to 
fully understand customer needs and for the customers 
to understand what projects ISD is working on, how to 
locate information on those projects and provide overall 
greater transparency and involvement for the 
customers.   


 Manage IT requests through the endorsing group and 
Court Level User Group stages.  


Assisting customer groups with their IT requests helps 
to ensure that customers understand and are able to 
navigate the IT Governance model and helps to 
facilitate the outcomes of the process.  


 Work with internal project teams on Superior Court 
projects to ensure that input from key customer 
stakeholders is incorporated into projects and project 
status is communicated to all customer groups.  


Ensuring that key customer stakeholders on projects 
are involved and that they are communicated with 
regularly helps to build transparent, trust and credibility.  
Ensuring that the project aligns with customer 
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expectations.  


 


Operational Area: Architecture & Strategy  
Kumar Yajamanam, Architecture & Strategy Manager 


 Includes: Enterprise Architecture, Solutions Management & Relationship Management 


Description: Architecture & Strategy is a group within ISD that is responsible for providing strategic 


technology guidance in support of all services provided by ISD. The functions provided by the group include 
enterprise architecture, solution management, service catalog development, vendor management, enterprise 
security and business continuity planning.  


 


Activities Completed this Reporting Period Impact/Value 


 Legislative Bill Reviews – Business Analysts reviewed 
and researched 5 proposed bills, attended scheduled 
meetings, and provided estimated work effort. 


Provided needed information for the AOC Fiscal Team 
to input into Bill Tracker.  


 SA and BA completed the analysis of ITG 45 (Appellate 
Court Electronic Filing request). 


Analysis was done to include the business aspect. 


 Business Analyst supported the MDM Initiative, which 
included Data Quality, Data Governance, and UDM. 


Provided business knowledge that supports the 
initiatives 


 The Business Analysis team conducted sessions with 
the superior court clerks to document the court 
business processes and gather high level requirements 
in support of the Superior Court Management Feasibility 
Study (SCMFS) project.  This involved on site visits and 
conference call meetings.   


 EA team provided review and feedback for the 
Feasibility Study and the subsequent Technical 
Requirements to be included in the anticipated RFP. 


Documenting the business requirements and process 
flows for use in the SCFMS feasibility study 
deliverables. 
The SCMFS Study needs to include the architecture 
requirements so that solutions acquired will be aligned 
with the desired future state.  
 


 Solution Management Awareness Workshop – 
Completed Business Analyst part of the document 
preparation for the facilitated Solution Management 
Awareness Workshop held on December 16


th
. 


The workshop provided level-setting of knowledge, 
understanding of the roles and interactions with the 
functional areas and provided a road map of the project 
touch points with other initiatives.  The goal is to 
implement Solution Management by April 2011. 


 Data Quality Project – completed training in the tools to 
test data quality 


Gives the ability to use the tool to assess data quality. 


 Work on the Solution Management initiative has started 
– The awareness workshop for the initiative will be held 
on Dec 16. 


Solution Management supports a standardized solution 
lifecycle for the Information Technology Governance 
(ITG) solution process and the IT system lifecycle.   


 JISC Workgroup on Baseline Services – EA team draft 
service criteria and facilitated meeting held on January 
4


th
.   


The output from the workgroup would impact all of the 
Washington State judicial system as it would establish 
the baseline services that would be supported centrally 
and those that need to be managed locally.  The goal is 
to produce a draft report by the end of January and a 
final report in March. 


 Unified Data Model Project – EA Team provided 
guidance on the definition and prioritization of data 
domains. 


The Unified Data Model will provide a universal method 
for communicating information with the statewide 
repository and external customers. 


 Service Catalog Project – Develop scope and 
objectives for Enterprise Requirements Management. 


Enterprise Level Requirements will provide the 
capability to manage and re-use requirement between 
projects resulting in decreased time to market for 
solutions. 


Activities Planned for Next Reporting Period Impact/Value 


 Define the BA Processes, Templates, and 
interactions with all the functional areas. 


The documentation will define a consistent process, 
templates and identified touch-points across functional 
areas for a project lifecycle.  The goal is have a defined 
process and templates that is consistent, repeatable, 
focuses on the ability to continually improve.    
 


 Develop a detailed work plan and schedule of the 
various deliverables, activities, and milestones for 
Solution Management implementation. 


Define processes that facilitate close collaboration 
between the solution architect, program managers and 
subject matter experts. 
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 Continue to document and define the processes, 
templates and interactions with all the functional 
areas and process improvement initiatives. 


Define processes that facilitate close collaboration 
between the business analyst‟s, program managers, 
solution architect and the various functional areas. 


 Business Analysts will continue work on SCFMS 
project including completion of a first draft of the 
high level business process documents and 
associated high level business requirements.  


Allows the team participants to review and provide 
feedback on the documented processes and 
requirements 


 Adult Risk Assessment – continue work on 
documenting the business and technical processes 
for use of a static risk assessment tool in the CLJ 
and Superior Courts 


These documents are crucial in determining the 
feasibility of implementing a risk assessment tool 


 Continue work on defining the BA Processes, 
Templates, and interactions with all the functional 
areas 


The documentation will define a consistent process, 
templates and identified touch-points across functional 
areas for a project lifecycle.  The goal is have a defined 
process that is consistent, repeatable, and focuses on 
the ability to continually improve.    


 Continued support of applications by the Business 
Analysts 


Collaboration with technical team to provide business 
knowledge in support of the ongoing application support 


 Legislative review by Business Analysts Participate in the legislative bill review to provide time 
estimates for work on proposed bills 


 Complete the business process documentation and 
high level requirements documentation.  


These documents are key inputs to MTG for the 
completion of the feasibility study.  We also plan to visit 
court(s) to shadow the clerks and administrators 
through their processes in a court room.  This will 
education the BA‟s on the specific processes and 
functions performed in the court by these participants.  


 EA team will continue to facilitate JISC baseline 
service level workgroup and will hold a meeting on 
January 25th to complete the identification of 
services and to document draft central vs. local 
criteria. 


A draft JIS Baseline Services report will provide 
information that constituents can review and comment 
on so that a final report can be created in March. 


 EA team will provide an estimate for resources and 
planning information to complete a Natural to 
COBOL conversion POC. 


Factual information is needed so an informed decision 
can be made. 


 EA Team will assist with the finalization of the 
Service Catalog. 


As a source of consistent, accurate information 
regarding production IT services, the Service Catalog 
adds significant value by documenting and maintaining 
the relevant details of each service.  A Service Catalog 
enables the various stakeholder groups - for example, 
court clients and ISD - to obtain accurate and up-to-
date information needed to make sound decisions 
related to the use and delivery of listed services. 
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Operational Area: Infrastructure  
Dennis Longnecker, Infrastructure Manager 


 Includes: Desktop Unit, Network Unit, Server Unit, Support Unit & System Database Unit 


Description: AOC ISD operates and supports the computer related operational needs of the AOC, Temple of 


Justice, and Court of Appeals, along with the Judicial Information System (JIS) applications, the Judicial 
Receipting System (JRS), Superior Court Information System (SCOMIS), Juvenile and Corrections System 
(JCS), Appellate Court System (ACORDS), JIS Calendaring (CAPS), e-Ticketing and web services, and 
applications.  The infrastructure team in ISD supports the servers (hardware and operating systems) that run 
all the necessary software applications. Although existing user systems are dated, the systems they run on are 
current and state of the art. Having a state of the art infrastructure and a team dedicated to maintaining it 
ensures that the courts and partners throughout Washington State have access to the JIS systems, the data is 
secure and that downtime for system users is minimized. 
 


Activities Completed   Impact/Value 
 Continue with Equipment Replacement for the 


Superior Courts and Courts of Limited 
Jurisdiction. 
Computer Contracts: All computer contracts 
have been delivered and entered into JCTS.  
Have a few outstanding courts waiting to submit 
their paperwork. 
Impact Printers T2380 242 printers to be 
installed 203 printers have been installed and old 
printers recycled 39 printers remaining to be 
installed 
Receipt Printers T88V 194 printers to be installed 
166 printers have been installed 28 printers 
remaining to be installed 
Line Printers 7 printers to be installed 0 printers 
have been installed 1 printer has been delivered 
(Thurston D).7 printers remaining to be installed. 


Replace aged (5 year old) equipment with new hardware and 
operating systems. 


 Replaced batteries in the Liebert UPS system 
which was due for replacement. 


The UPS system is part of our disaster recovery plan and 
allows for us to recover for localized power outages without 
impacting the datacenter. 


Activities Planned Impact/Value 
 Continue with Equipment Replacement for the 


Superior Courts and Courts of Limited 
Jurisdiction. 


Replace aged (5 year old) equipment with new hardware and 
operating systems. 


 Start working on Equipment Replacement for the 
Court of Appeals and Supreme Court 


Replace aged (5 year old) equipment with new hardware and 
operating systems. 


 Continue working on remaining migration of 
Court of Appeals to new Exchange Servers 
(COA3 Completed). 


Existing e-mail servers at the Court of Appeals are over 6 
years old, causing maintenance and operational concerns. 


 Replaced batteries in the APC UPS system 
which was due for replacement. 


The UPS system is part of our disaster recovery plan and 
allows for us to recover for localized power outages without 
impacting the datacenter. 


 Continue preparation work for the upcoming 
disaster recovery test which is schedule for 
March 18-19. 


Disaster Recovery is a JIS activity which ensures the JIS 
systems would be available in the event of a disaster (either 
localized or large). 
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Operational Area: Data Management 
Jennifer Creighton, Data Management Manager 


 Includes: Database Unit, Development Unit, Data Warehouse Unit 


Description: The Data Management Section is comprised of three separate units: 


Data Warehouse Unit: The enterprise data warehouse is a repository of historical information that allows courts to query 
data for managerial and historical reporting.  Case and person data is consolidated from SCOMIS, JIS, ACORDS, and JCS 
for reporting across all court levels.  Court specific data marts provide users the ability to query information by specific court 
level. The information in the warehouse is accessed using a query tool called Business Objects XI (AKA BOXI). The ability 
to run queries and reports on historical information on court data provides business intelligence and insight into patterns, 
trends, issues and gaps in that data that can be used for research analysis, improvement of business functions, risk 
assessment and other business needs. Reports from the enterprise data warehouse can be run on demand or scheduled 
on a preset basis and the output can be sent to the desktop, or sent to an email address or a file folder making the 
information easy to share and obtain. 
Development Unit: The development team is tasked with staffing active projects.  They complete requirements analysis, 
coding, unit testing, and implementation to production of new applications.  Work performed by the Development Unit is 
reported separately under the project(s) to which the staff is currently assigned. 
Database Unit: The database unit provides a support role to the data warehouse team, the development team, and the 
operations section (legacy maintenance).  They are responsible for reviewing and approving the design of underlying table 
structures, creating indices to improve performance, maintaining data dictionaries, providing review of proposed changes 
and additions to the database tables, and creating standards for the creation and maintenance of the databases. 
Data Management Team: The data management team is comprised of individuals from each of the three units in the Data 
Management section.  They have the responsibility of managing data from an enterprise perspective, including data quality 
and tracking compliance to data policies. Their activities are reported separately rather than repeating the work for each 
specific unit.. 
 


Activities Completed   Impact/Value 


Data Warehouse Unit 
 Continued analysis of Positive Achievement Change 


Tool (PACT) reporting and working with the 
Washington Center for Court Research (WSCCR) 
and Assessments.com to implement the juvenile risk 
assessment data mart.   


 
The PACT implementation will improve the juvenile 
departments‟ ability to choose the most effective diversion 
programs for juveniles. 


 Completed 4 requests for information from courts, 
AOC staff, and outside entities.   


Completing requests for information assists the courts in 
being more efficient in their work, aids research into a 
variety of issues by WSCCR and outside research 
organizations, provides information to the legislature in their 
work to craft bills, and provides the courts and AOC with 
information regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
judicial process. 


 Continue addition of vehicle and e-ticketing 
information into the Courts of Limited Jurisdiction data 
mart. 


Added at the courts‟ request, to increase their ability to track 
e-ticketing cases and analyze the impact of e-ticketing on 
caseloads. 


 Completed COA Time-in-Process case listing report. Provides caseload tracking for the Courts of Appeal to 
ascertain that cases are being moved through the system in 
a timely manner. 


 Released new detention episode, detention reason, 
and alert data into the Juvenile Referral data mart. 


Provides additional reporting capabilities and more 
information for juvenile departments to track cases. 


 Added several new objects to the data marts, 
including attorney email information, event 
comments, and date fields. 


“Objects” redefine database fields so that they can be easily 
selected and used by courts in creating queries and reports.  
For example, adding “first day of prior week” and “last day of 
prior week” allows users to create a report that will run 
automatically for the prior week without having to manually 
change the dates each time the report is run.  This way 
reports can be scheduled and courts do not have to 
remember to submit the report each time period. 


Database Unit 
 Completed 2 database design review requests. 


The work of the database unit supports the ongoing 
maintenance and improvement of the courts‟ applications 
(JIS, SCOMIS, ACORDS, JABS, e-ticketing, etc.) 


 Continue PACT report analysis and participate in user 
acceptance testing of the PACT software.  If a test 
environment is made available by Assessments.com, 


The PACT implementation will improve the juvenile 
departments‟ ability to choose the most effective diversion 
programs for juveniles. 
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begin development of reports. Planned 
implementation is March 2011. 


Data Management Team 
 Continued work on the Data Governance initiative. 


 
Data governance will provide oversight of data as an 
enterprise asset, resulting in more consistent, timely and 
quality data.  


 Continued work on the Data Quality initiative, 
including completion of the analysis of business rules 
surrounding superior court case and charge 
resolution processing.   


The data quality implementation will allow analysis on the 
quality of data, and present means for improving that quality.  
The immediate benefits will be seen around person and 
case management, making better data available to judges 
and administrators to support court decisions such as pre-
trial bail/custody decisions. 


Activities Planned   Impact/Value 


Data Warehouse Unit 


 Continue addition of vehicle and e-ticketing 
information into the Courts of Limited Jurisdiction data 
mart. Planned implementation is April 2011. 


Added at the courts‟ request, to increase their ability to track 
e-ticketing cases and analyze the impact of e-ticketing on 
caseloads. 


 Added additional participants for probate and estate 
case public search. 


Allows the public to more efficiently track probate and estate 
cases through the public website, alleviating their need to 
call the courts or the AOC for information. 


 Continue PACT report analysis and participate in user 
acceptance testing of the PACT software.  If a test 
environment is made available by Assessments.com, 
begin development of reports. Attend training. 
Planned implementation is March 2011. 


The PACT implementation will improve the juvenile 
departments‟ ability to choose the most effective diversion 
programs for juveniles. 


 Respond to data dissemination requests including a 
research project for Harborview Injury Prevention 
Research Center on domestic violence during 
dissolution proceedings. 


Completing requests for information assists the courts in 
being more efficient in their work, aids research into a 
variety of issues by WSCCR and outside research 
organizations, provides information to the legislature in their 
work to craft bills, and provides the courts and AOC with 
information regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
judicial process. 


 Support fiscal note analysis through analysis of 
proposed legislation on the data warehouse and 
public data mart. 


This work allows AOC to provide data based responses to 
the impact of proposed legislation. 


 Respond to increased data requests from other state 
agencies and the Legislature. 


As other agencies prepare fiscal notes, and the Legislature 
proposed legislation, they rely on AOC to provide data for 
them to respond to the notes or to create legislation. 


Database Unit 


 Support data base design review requests. 


The work of the database unit supports the ongoing 
maintenance and improvement of the courts‟ applications 
(JIS, SCOMIS, ACORDS, JABS, e-ticketing, etc.) 


Data Management Team 


 Continue data quality initiative work:   
 attend training on the tools selected 
 identify future areas of data quality investigation.  


The data quality implementation will allow analysis on the 
quality of data, and present means for improving that quality.  
The immediate benefits will be seen around person and 
case management, making better data available to judges 
and administrators to support court decisions such as pre-
trial bail/custody decisions. 


 Complete work on the Data Governance initiative. Data governance will provide oversight of data as an 
enterprise asset, resulting in more consistent, timely and 
quality data.  


 Begin work on the unified data model. Creating a unified data model will allow the structure of the 
business data to be uncoupled from the physical 
implementation of the data, which promotes effective data 
management as business needs evolve. 
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Operational Area: Operations 
Bill Cogswell, Operations Manager  


Includes: All application units; Web team, Java team, Legacy team, Juvenile & Corrections System team along with Service 
Delivery Management and Portfolio Management. 


Description: AOC ISD Operation‟s teams support new projects and the ongoing maintenance of legacy 


systems including the Judicial Information System (JIS) application, the Judicial Receipting System (JRS), 
Superior Court Information System (SCOMIS), Juvenile and Corrections System (JCS), Appellate Court 
System (ACORDS), JIS Calendaring (CAPS), e-Ticketing and web services. 
 


Activities Completed Impact/Value 
Applications  


 Worked 128 Right Now Incidents (Legacy Team) Each Right Now incident represents a request from a 
customer either internal or external; therefore 151 customer 
requests were attended to in the month. 


 Completed project to allow PET and RSP names to 
show on the calendar for cases with a TDR or TRS 
cause type.   


Courts will no longer have to manually enter names for 
these cases on the calendar. 


 Completed the King County Case Restore 
Request. 


Over 600,000 cases are online and available for use by King 
County, saving the court the time it would take to manually 
restore them one by one. 


 Added a „Confidential – Not For Release‟ message 
to seven screens in JIS. 


Reminds operators that the screen is not available to the 
public, further protecting sensitive information. 


 Implemented new SCOMIS docket code TSO, and 
condition of sentence code, VET. 


Assist the courts in locating and tracking cases with orders 
for speedy trial and case management purposes. 


 Assisted new JSD staff who manage the JIS LAW 
table data. 


Several new JSD staff now have security and ability to 
manage the JIS LAW table data.  


 End –date cause code MER for case type 02 and 
implement replacement cause code CIR for case 
type 03. 


Completed ITG request number 4. This change will allow 


these cases to be characterized in a manner and case type 
which more closely align with their nature.  


 For the ITG Portal, completed changes that allow 
known organizations/association to post comments 
to a request once the request has received 
confirmation endorsement. 


 


Provides a way for interested organizations and association 
to contribute to the governance process. 


 Clarity training has begun and the Foundations I 
Class has been completed. 


 


Provides support for Clarity Installation related to Project 
Management, Portfolio, Resource Management and other 
ISD improvements. 


 In support of collaboration between DOL and AOC 
for the Public Upload, a location on the AOC public 
website was created for AOC staff and DOL staff to 
share an Issues List spreadsheet.   


Improved collaboration between the AOC and DOL on 
issues that impact our agencies. Better communication will 
reduce problems for the courts and their users. 


 JIS Education events are now used to 
automatically update the Calendar of Events. 


 


Saves time, as JIS Education staff no longer need to update 
both there event control file and the Calendar of Events. 


 COA Div 2 eFiling is now available and being used 
on the public site.  It is available to those with 
RACF ID‟s.   


Adds value to the way in which COA2 Staff, attorneys, and 
the public do business.  Documents electronically filed with 
the court can be immediately downloaded to the court‟s 
document management system.  The download is done via 
a script, so there is no longer any manual intervention 
between when a document is filed by an attorney and when 
in ends up in Div 2‟S ACORN system.    


 All work on CJE end of year transcripts has been 
completed and the reports went out successfully on 
Dec. 30. 


 


Reports of completed Continuing Judicial Education are 
required to be sent to judicial officers before the end of each 
calendar year. 


 Added Seattle Municipal Court (SMC) protection 
orders to the Protection Order List screen in JCS 


This allows juvenile court users to see all protection orders 
related to a juvenile in one consolidated list. 


 Reformatted the on-line Detention History report in 
JCS. 


Provides a consistent look and feel for all of the printed and 
on-line history reports within JCS, making it easier for users 
to find the information they need. 
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 Implemented a change to the JIS Civil Case Delete 
(CIVD) to also delete notifications to the juvenile 
court concerning the case 


Provides integrity of the data within the JIS system. 


 Added a new referral reason, CaseLoad 
Completed - Youth Deceased, to the JCS system 


Allows the juvenile departments to accurately identify that a 
youth died during active supervision. 


Activities Planned Impact/Value 


Applications  


 Implement codes related to guardianship in 
SCOMIS including: four new cause codes, six new 
participant codes, two new docket codes, and one 
resolution code.  


Improves guardianship program area and meets customer 
needs. 


 ITG 22: Updated total on CAR Screen When it 
Echoes back.    


ITG Governance request for DISCIS improvement to help 
reduce errors for account receivable creation. 


 Coordinate the implementation of the resolution of 
out-of-balance problem with MVM Court 


The Mount Vernon Municipal court‟s Ledger Summary 
Balance will be in sync with their checkbook balance. The 
court will be  


 Finish Case Search Item#3 judgment display. 
 


This is JISC governed project to display the Judgment 
information correctly in DW.Courts.WA.GOV 


 Clean up public FTP code and maintenance utility. 
 


This is a cleanup project to make it easy for adding new FTP 
subscribers. 


 Begin work on ITG#6. 
 


Governance approved project to rewrite all Interpreters 
information to a SQL database server, as well as building 
them an application for record maintenance. 


 Implement the ability to record CLUG decisions in 
the IT Portal. Upon entry, decisions are emailed to 
interested parties.  Additionally, content is 
displayed on the public site. 


Provides a way for AOC business liaisons to record 
decisions made the Court Level User Groups and keeps 
everyone up to date as decisions are recorded.  


 E-Filing - Public site – Div 3  It is expected that Div 
3 will begin looking at making the eFiling form 
available on the public site sometime during the 
month of Jan.   


Documents electronically filed with the court will not have to 
be scanned and can automatically be picked up and loaded 
in to Div 3‟s document management system. 


 Div 1 is continuing to explore the E-Filing 
application being used by Div 2 & 3.  It is expected 
that Div 1 will continue to pursue this option and 
will need support to make it available. 


Div 1 and Div 2 have been using a web based eFiling 
application for a couple of years.  It has proved useful and 
successful.  Div 1 is expected to capitalize on the benefits 
as well. 


 Working with Lexis on getting opinions in a 
workable format, preferably, html or pdf, in order to 
pursue the option of managing a repository for 
historical opinions. 


 


The Chief Justice has asked that AOC become a repository 
for the final version of the opinions as well as for the initial 
point of access for the slip opinions.  This will make it easier 
for the general public to come to one place to obtain a free 
copy of the final bound version of all published opinions. 


 Implement a production system monitoring process 
for Java applications 


Allows the maintenance team to identify potential problems 
with ETP, JABS, and ACORDS, and intervene before they 
impact users. 


 Implement improvements to the DOL send process 
for amended violations  


Provides accurate information to DOL. 
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Operational Area: Standards & Policies:  
Jody Graham, Standards & Policies Manager 


Includes: Project Management Office, Software Quality Assurance 


Description:    Standards & Policies (S&P) is comprised of the Project Management Office (PMO) and the 


Software Quality Assurance (SQA).   
Project Management Office:  The PMO provides oversight on all ISD projects.  Oversight includes reviewing 
and approving feasibility of projects, creating and maintaining project plans (schedule, issues, and risks), and 
managing projects from inception to implementation.  Through the use of a standard project management 
methodology, the PMO adds critical value that improves the probability of project success.  Work performed by 
the PMO is reported separately under the project(s) to which the staff is currently assigned. 
Software Quality Assurance:  SQA consists of a means of monitoring the software engineering processes and 
methods used to ensure quality. This encompasses the entire software development process and product 
integration. SQA is organized into goals, commitments, abilities, activities, measurements, and verification.  
The Testing Group is part of Quality Assurance and is responsible for ensuring a testing process is followed on 
all development efforts, including projects, defect correction, and application enhancements.  All testing, test 
cases, and test scenarios created, test results, and defect work is documented, tracked, monitored, and 
prioritized. Tester involvement is critical for upholding quality control standards throughout all phases of testing. 
 


Activities Completed Impact/Value 


Quality Assurance 


 Completed SQA Framework 
document and submitted for 
first review. 


The framework will define the model and role of Software Quality Assurance in 
ISD.  This will assist program areas in documenting and defining repeatable 
processes throughout the development lifecycle. 


Test Team 


 
 Completed VRV performance 


testing.   


Increased product reliability, by identifying and the correction of potential 
problems prior to applications being moved to the production environment, thus 
improving service delivery. 


 Completed testing on 7 
projects which included 
enhancements to existing 
applications, BOXI reports, 
and maintenance builds on the 
JCS, ACORDS and SECTOR 
applications. 


Increased product reliability, by identifying and the correction of potential 
problems prior to applications being moved to the production environment, thus 
improving service delivery. 


 Implementation of QA 
SharePoint site. 


The SharePoint site will provide one place where all test team project information 
can be shared easily. Additionally it provides understanding, accountability and 
efficiencies while providing standards and best practices in software quality 
assurance. 


Activities Planned Impact/Value 


Quality Assurance 


 Finalization of SQA framework 
and policy. 


SQA project team will begin staff development  and deployment of SQA policy. 


Test Team 


 Testing of new development 
and enhancements to 
applications promoted to QA 
region.  


Testing increases reliability identifies potential problems and improves service 
delivery. 
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Contact Information 
 
Vonnie Diseth, Information Services Division (ISD) Director 
Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) 
PO Box 41170 
Olympia, WA 98504-1170 
(360) 705-5236 
vonnie.diseth@courts.wa.gov  
 
Bill Cogswell, ISD Associate Director 
Administrative Office of the Courts 
PO Box 41170 
Olympia, WA 98504-1170 
(360) 704-4066 
bill.cogswell@courts.wa.gov  
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Superior Court Management 
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Perfect Match 1:1
SCOMIS Functionality
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Superior Court Management 
Feasibility Study (SCMFS)


Completed Activities:
February 2011


• Created a Project Website for All Stakeholders


• Completed Initial High Level Cost Estimate


• Completed Refined Technical Requirements


• Completed Feasibility Study Business 
Requirements
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Superior Court Management 
Feasibility Study (SCMFS)


Activities Underway:
– (Mar 2011) Executive Sponsor Committee (ESC)   


reviews: Project Charter Amendment and MTG 
Management Consultants Deliverables


– (Feb-Mar 2011) Continue Alternative Analysis with 
Software Service Providers


– (Feb-Mar 2011) Finalize Gap Analysis


– (Feb-Mar 2011) Finalize Migration Strategy
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Superior Court Management 
Feasibility Study (SCMFS)


Next Steps:
– Complete the analysis and other elements of the 


Feasibility Study.


– Estimated Completion Dates are:
• Phase 1 (Feasibility Study) – June 2011
• JISC Decision Point (Go/No-Go)


– Whether to proceed
– How to proceed


• Phase 2 (RFP Preparation) – 4 Months 





		Superior Court Management Feasibility Study (SCMFS)

		Superior Court Management Feasibility Study (SCMFS)

		Current�SCOMIS Functionality

		Current�SCOMIS Functionality

		Perfect Match 1:1�SCOMIS Functionality

		Partial Match �SCOMIS Functionality

		Partial Match Plus�SCOMIS Functionality

		Superior Court Management Feasibility Study (SCMFS)

		Superior Court Management Feasibility Study (SCMFS)

		Superior Court Management Feasibility Study (SCMFS)






SCMFS Project Contracted Deliverables (via MTG Management Consulting, LLC): 
 
 
Deliverable #1 – Project Work Plan 


 
Purpose: Provides a detailed activity listing for completing the deliverables including an 
overview of resources required to complete specific tasks.  


 
 


Deliverable #2 – Project Schedule 
 


Purpose: Provides a high level view of the project deliverable, resources assigned to 
activities, and milestone timing. The Schedule will be in MS Project format.  
 
 
Deliverable #3 – Business Requirements Document 


 
Purpose: Captures the business functionality required for business staff to perform their 
activities encompassed in the project scope.  
 
 
Deliverable #4 – Technical Requirements Document 


 
Purpose: Captures the technical parameters required by the existing AOC Enterprise 
Architecture as well as the future technology roadmap.  
 
 
Deliverable #5 – Requirements Gap Analysis 


 
Purpose: Captures the divergence of the best-few alternatives from the AOC 
requirements and the effort to bridge the gap.  
 
 
Deliverable #6 – Migration Strategy 


 
Purpose: Describes a logically sequenced implementation plan for the best-few 
alternatives. It will include identification of impacts to legacy applications that provide 
similar or duplicate functionality to that provided by the best-few alternatives and include 
data considerations.  
 
Deliverable #7 – Integration Evaluation 


 
Purpose: Describes the level of independence and interdependence of the best-few 
alternatives operating within the AOC systems environment to operate independently 
while integrating with AOC systems and functionality and how the alternatives would 
integrate with functionality provided by AOC legacy systems. This will also include data 
integration considerations.  
 
 
 
 







Deliverable #8 – Feasibility Report 
 


Purpose: Delivers a comprehensive, formal written report to determine the feasibility of a 
project to implement a system or service which provides the managing for case flow, 
calendaring, participant/party information tracking, case records and relevant disposition 
services business functions of the Superior Courts. The Feasibility Report will contain 
required elements as detailed in the Feasibility Study Guidelines for Information 
Technology Investments ISB Policy No. 202-G1. The Feasibility Report includes: 
 
• Purpose statement and executive summary 
• Project background, business case, and objectives 
• Organization of the document 
• Assessment approach 
• Customers, stakeholders and organizational entities impacted by the project 
• Best-few product analysis and alternatives considered 
• Business and technical requirements documentation  
• Gap Analysis 
• Migration Strategy 
• Integration Evaluation  
• Summation of assessment 
• Best-few alternatives modules beyond calendaring, case flow management, 


participant/party information tracking, case records and relevant disposition services 
business functions with pricing 


• Relationship to the agency’s business and IT strategic plans and IT portfolio 
• Relationship to and impacts on the agency and state technology infrastructure 
• Quality assurance plan 
• Estimated timeline and work plan 
• Cost/benefit analysis, including any assumptions used in the analysis 
• Risk assessment and mitigation strategy 
• Summary statement assessing the feasibility of implementing the selected alternative 


within the business environments of AOC and the Superior Courts. 
 
 
Deliverable #9 – High Level Cost Estimate 


 
Purpose: Provides a high level cost estimate for procurement funding purposes.  
 
 
Deliverable #10 – Refined Cost Estimate 


 
Purpose: Provides a refined version of costs for procurement funding purposes. It is 
based on additional information gleaned during the assessment process.  
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Superior Court Data 
Exchange Update


March 4, 2011
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Last Period Status Update on 1/21:
• JISC approved revised project plan:


– New technical approach avoids SCOMIS redesign.


– Deploys a Data Exchange that can be used by all local Superior 
Court systems.


Delivers (58) SCOMIS Docketing services via web messaging.


– Deferred from project scope:  Calendaring (4 services) and 
Document Imaging (2 services).


– Requires competitive selection for new contractors.


Superior Court Data Exchange Project 
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Current Status:
• Completed evaluation of products required to perform SCOMIS data 


pull/push:


– (2) products reviewed:  Jagacy & RDz Service Flow
– Project team evaluation selected Jagacy
– Completed proof of concept:  SCOMIS data pull/push using Jagacy


• Procurement plan completed & approved:
– RFQQ:  Contractor with expertise in web based messaging formats
– RFP:     Contractor team with expertise in Jagacy & BizTalk 


development


Superior Court Data Exchange Project 
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Current Status (Cont’d):
• Work started on developing solicitations for new contractors:


– Team reviewing project documents required to complete the project 
– Team is working on functional specifications for performing SCOMIS 


data pull/push


• Started detailed project planning


Superior Court Data Exchange Project 
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Superior Court Data Exchange 
Estimated Solicitation Timeline
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Superior Court Data Exchange 
Revised Plan – System Architecture
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Superior Court Data Exchange 
Revised Plan – Schedule Template
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Next Steps:
• Complete detailed project planning


• Continue work on solicitation for new contractor


Superior Court Data Exchange Project 
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